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 ABSTRACT 
 This dissertation uses a relational approach and a contentious politics framework to 
examine the archaeological record. Methodologically, it merges spatial and social network 
analyses to promote a geosocial archaeology. The articles create a counter-narrative to 
environmentally and economically focused investigations that can fail to explain how and why 
societies in the Southwest often reorganize horizontally. The first article uses geosocial 
networks, which I argue represent memory maps, to reveal that people in the Gallina region 
during A.D. 1100 ̶ 1300 employed the socially important, and sophisticated, act of forgetting. A 
community level, settlement pattern analysis demonstrates similarities between the arrangement 
of Gallina and Basketmaker-era settlements. These historically situated settlement structures, 
combined with acts of forgetting, were used by Gallina region residents to institute and maintain 
a horizontally organized social movement that was likely aimed at rejecting the hierarchical 
social changes in the Four Corners region. The second article proposes that as ideologically 
charged material goods are consumed, fissures within past ideological landscapes are exposed 
and that these fissures can reveal acts of resistance in the archaeological past. It also contends 
that social and environmental variables need to be combined for these acts of resistance to be 
correctly interpreted. The third article applies many of the ideas outlined in the second article to 
a case study in the Greater Southwest during A.D. 1200–1450. Fractures in the ideological 
landscape demonstrate that the Salado Phenomenon was a religious social movement formed 
around, and successful because of, its populist nature. Based on variations in how the Salado 
ideology interacted with contemporaneous hierarchical and non-hierarchical religious and 
political organizations it is probable that the Salado social movement formed around desires for 
the open access to religious knowledge. 
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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT 

 The articles in this dissertation (Appendices A ̶ C) share two theoretical frameworks: 
contentious politics (e.g., McAdam et al. 2001; Tarrow 1998) and relational approaches to 
understanding society (e.g., Borgatti et al. 2009; Breiger 2004). Research on contentious politics 
emerged in the 1990s as a way to integrate previously separated forms of action-oriented protests 
such as strikes, revolts, and social movements (McAdam 1999; Tarrow 1998; Tilly 1986, 1995). 
Contentious politics are disruptive acts aimed at creating sociopolitical change. Appendices A 
and C both focus on social movements—a specific type of contentious politics. Social 
movements are investigated in one form or another in most social science fields and researchers 
often focus on why and how groups mobilize to enact religious, ideological, and political change. 
 Archaeology in deep history1 has only begun to apply social movement theory to 
episodes of social reorganization. However, archaeologists in the Greater Southwest have been 
quicker than many others to rely on this framework. In particular, researchers have looked at 
how social movements were used to contest colonial agendas (Liebmann 2012), how people 
organized against imbalanced religious and political structures (Appendix A, C; Fowles 2010), 
how social movements helped revitalize society (Russell et al. 2011; Wallace 2014), and how 
identity and collective action impact each other (Peeples 2011). 
 Appendices A ̶ C also rely on relational approaches to interpret archaeological data. In 
Appendix A, this is done by generating geographically referenced two-mode social networks to 
create maps that connect archaeological settlements to regions where foreign ceramics found on 
those sites were produced. I propose that these social networks form memory maps to regions of 
                                                 
1 The term deep history is used in place of terms like prehistoric that imply groups without 
writing somehow were also without history (Armitage and Guldi 2014; Shryock et al. 2011). 
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historical importance, possibly even regions where some people had lived prior to moving into 
the Gallina region. 
 In Appendix B ̶ C, the relational approach is used to model processes of diffusion of 
material culture, and the ideas associated with that material culture, by melding it with spatial 
analysis. The relational side of this fusion is built on both formal social network analyses 
(described below) and broad sociological approaches to diffusion (Burt 1987; Golub and Jackson 
2012; Marsden 1998; Qi 2013; Rogers 2003; Ugander et al. 2012; Valente 1996a, 1996b). 
Specifically, Appendices B ̶ C rely on concepts about how ideas are socially transmitted that 
have been present in sociology since the 1940s (Ryan and Gross 1943) and refined through 
publications by Rogers starting in the 1960s (2003). One aspect of Rogers’ work that these 
appendices draw upon is the gap that is often present between the initial knowledge of an 
innovation and the eventual practice of that innovation (Rogers 2003:165). This gap is produced 
by an individual’s or group’s attitude toward that innovation. Appendices B ̶ C leverage that gap 
to examine ideological innovations during the period A.D. 1200–1450. 

DISSERTATION METHODS 
 Methodologically, all the articles in this dissertation (Appendices A ̶ C) use social 
network analysis (SNA) and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to perform Geographic 
Information Science (GIScience). In the social sciences, these two methodological approaches 
(i.e., social and spatial) are often used individually and only recently have started to be 
integrated. In particular, researchers using social data often incorporate geographic elements for 
visualization and visual analyses. However, more robust forms of integration are possible and the 
articles in this dissertation demonstrate various ways this integration can be accomplished. 
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Social Networks 
Social network analysis, at its most basic, is calculated by creating networks of nodes 

(individuals or groups in the study) and edges (the lines, or relationships, connecting the nodes). 
Appendix A applies a two-mode analysis to archaeological data. Two-mode networks have two 
different types of nodes. In Appendix A, these nodes are 1) archaeological sites and 2) compass 
directions that indicate where foreign ceramics were produced. 
 Appendices B ̶ C both rely on social network analysis as well. Appendix B uses social 
networks to demonstrate why terrain must be a factor when investigating how ideas move 
through social relationships. Appendix C applies these ideas in a model that uses both a spatial 
and social component. The social network that forms the social component is constructed by 
generating a matrix of similarities for every pair of sites at 50-year intervals using decorated 
ceramic data. The similarities are derived from the relative percentages of ceramic wares, which 
have been apportioned into 50-year intervals. This similarity is derived from a rescaled version 
of the Brainerd-Robinson coefficient (following Borck et al. 2015; Mills et al. 2015; Mills, 
Clark, et al. 2013; Mills, Roberts, et al. 2013; Peeples et al. 2016; Peeples and Roberts 2013). 
Geographic Information Systems 
 Appendices A ̶ C also rely on GIS to implement GIScience. For Appendices A ̶ B, this 
primarily involves georeferencing social networks in a landscape. Appendix A is a unique 
example in that one of the nodes in its two-mode network is also built from spatial relationships. 
In many ways, then, this network is located on a landscape, but space, as an ideological 
component, is important in structuring the shape of the network as well. 
 Appendix C uses spatial cost analyses to model how archaeological material culture was 
transmitted between archaeological communities. This study relies on the transformation of 
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elevational data into a surface where different slope values have variable resistance values for 
traveling across. This study also integrates demographic data and social networks to modify this 
cost surface. 
Geosocial archaeology 
 Finally, in an effort to create a geosocial archaeology, all three appendices merge spatial 
and social measures in their analyses. In Appendix B, this integration is accomplished in a 
theoretical discussion of how either social networks or environmental topography can lead to 
incomplete interpretations of how technologies and ideologies diffuse through social systems. 
Appendix A integrates social and spatial measures to create a two-mode network, which is then 
georeferenced to visually connect the network in space. Appendix C fuses social networks within 
a cost surface that is constructed to model the transmission and acceptance of ideologically 
neutral technology and ideas by essentially creating decreased costs in the diffusion model along 
social networks. 
Dissertation Data 
 Data for this dissertation was collected in two regions in the Greater Southwest. The first 
(Appendix A), the Gallina region of northern New Mexico, used data gathered through a 
systematic literature review of ceramic counts from excavations as well as site locational 
information from the New Mexico Cultural Resource Inventory System (NMCRIS). This data 
was added to a larger database of Gallina archaeology that I maintain (see also Borck 2012) and 
that is archived at the Digital Archaeological Record (tDAR). 
 Ceramic data used for the research in Appendix C was compiled from published and 
unpublished excavation records, from targeted excavations at nine sites throughout southern 
Arizona conducted by Archaeology Southwest, and from the reanalysis of chronologically 
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sensitive Roosevelt Red Ware types that were not defined when these ceramic collections were 
originally analyzed (Lyons 2012, 2014; Neuzil and Lyons 2006). 
 These excavations were undertaken to fill in regional gaps in archaeological data and 
were funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation to William Doelle of Archaeology 
Southwest (NSF #1155222). The fieldwork spanned three months and used a unique mix of 
volunteer (both professional and avocational) and paid archaeologists that allowed for rigorous, 
and expansive, data collection on a limited budget. Nine sites, with a total of ten loci, were 
excavated. Test excavations were placed in trash areas exterior to structures to decrease negative 
effects on archaeological sites. The acquisition of ceramics and lithic debitage was the main goal 
of these excavations. These data were used to broaden the spatial scale of the Southwest Social 
Network database (NSF #0827007 and NSF #0827011). Material from this fieldwork will be 
curated at the Arizona State Museum (ASM) under an accession agreement (2013-472) 
negotiated as part of Archaeology Southwest’s permit. 
 This data has been added to the Southwest Social Network database (see Borck et al. 
2015; Mills 2016; Mills, Clark, et al. 2013; Mills, Roberts, et al. 2013; Mills et al. 2015; Peeples 
and Haas 2013) that builds on the earlier Coalescent Communities Database (Hill et al. 2012, 
2004; Wilcox et al. 2003), which contains site size data on documented settlements with more 
than 12 rooms across the U.S. Southwest. The Southwest Social Network database contains 
information on painted and plain ceramic type and ware counts from more than 580 sites and 
information on over 4.8 million ceramic artifacts. All data is archived with Archaeology 
Southwest and is available to qualified researchers. 
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DISSERTATION OVERVIEW 
 In Appendix A, I use social networks to gain a better understanding of the different 
historical processes that led to people settling the Gallina region in A.D. 1100 ̶ 1300. This is 
purposefully done to give Gallina history a position of privilege instead of treating them as 
alternatives or the “poorer” neighbors of nearby social centers such as Mesa Verde. These 
networks reveal previously unexplored heterogeneity in the Gallina region. When spatiality—
both in terms of georeferencing the networks and interpreting certain material culture as 
representative of historical places—is incorporated, these networks produce meaning maps. 
These meaning maps, which I argue represent memory maps, tease out likely historical 
connections of certain Gallina households and reveal that the socially important, and 
sophisticated, act of forgetting was employed by the Gallina. A concomitant community level, 
settlement pattern analysis was used to place Gallina history within the broader sweep of 
southwestern religious and political history. This space syntax analysis, based on the Room 
Contiguity Index developed by Jeffery Clark (2001), demonstrates similarities between Gallina 
and Basketmaker-era settlement structures. 
 I argue that these regional patterns of connection to historical, religious, and political 
settlement structure and purposeful acts of forgetting were used by the Gallina region residents to 
institute and eventually maintain a horizontally organized social movement that I call an atavistic 
movement. Based on the settlement pattern analysis, I argue that this anarchic2 social movement 
was likely an act of contentious politics aimed at rejecting the increasingly hierarchical religious 

                                                 
2 Anarchy is used here in its theoretical manner. Specifically, it refers to a horizontal social 
organization that limits individual control over others. As noted by one of its early theorists in 
geography, anarchy stresses free association with the maintenance and growth of social customs 
(i.e., Kropotkin 1898). Basically, anarchy is group rule through order. Clearly, this is 
fundamentally different than the vernacular use of the term as a synonym for chaos. 
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and political atmosphere in the Four Corners region from around A.D. 800–1300 (i.e., Arakawa 
2012; Glowacki 2015; Watson et al. 2015). Finally, I note that decentralized social movements 
such as this can generate historical change within the Greater Southwest, as well as the world, 
when there is tension between hierarchical and heterarchical, or anarchic, social organizations. 
 Appendix B is a theoretical treatment focused on understanding how people interact with 
new ideas in the archaeological past. At its heart are two ideas. The first is that research into the 
diffusion of technology necessarily needs to combine both the social as well as the physical 
landscape (see also Adams et al. 2012; Douglas and Kramer 1992; Luo et al. 2011). Failing to 
combine these approaches can lead to inaccurate interpretations. Borck and Mills fuse ideas of 
resistance and processes of diffusion by examining the Knowledge-Attitude-Practice gap (Rogers 
2003), or the gap between when people become aware of an idea or technology and when they 
begin to use it or practice it. Failing to factor both social and spatial landscapes into analyses can 
lead to misinterpretations about how ideas/technologies are moving amongst communities. 
 The second idea centers around how consumption patterns of material objects can reveal 
a great deal about ideology and resistance in a prehispanic and precolonial setting. Distributions 
of goods can expose patterns that reveal purposeful decisions made by people in the past as to 
what social organizations they chose to interact with. Borck and Mills argue that the 
consumption of ideologically charged material items exposes how religious practices may have 
created fissures within ideological landscapes. These conflicting religious and political practices 
can only be correctly interpreted, though, if both social and environmental variables are factored 
into researchers’ investigations. 
 Appendix C applies many of the ideas outlined in Appendix B to a case study in the 
Greater Southwest during A.D. 1200–1450. In this article, Borck and Clark create a null model 
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to test how ideologically neutral material culture would be dispersed across a landscape. This 
geosocial model that incorporates environmental and social costs, creates a null model against 
which decisions made in deep history can be visible. Specifically, reactions of people to the 
spread of Salado ideology can be evaluated by looking at settlements with an overabundance, an 
expected absence, or a conspicuous absence (sensu Fowles 2008) of the religiously important 
Roosevelt Red Ware ceramics. 
 Borck and Clark argue that fractures in the ideological landscape of the Greater 
Southwest—as well as variations in where and when Salado material culture was embraced (or 
rejected)—demonstrate that contentious politics, and thus power, was embedded within religious 
practices. In particular, the Salado Phenomenon, also called the Southwestern Regional Cult by 
Patricia Crown (1994), appears to have been a religious social movement formed around, and 
successful because of, its populist nature. Based on variations in how the Salado ideology 
interacted with hierarchical and non-hierarchical religious and political organizations it seems 
probable that the Salado social movement formed around desires for the open access to religious 
knowledge. Furthermore, its success in what is now modern southern Arizona derives from 
participants in the Salado religious social movement having relatively open access to religious 
knowledge (e.g., Crown 1994; Lyons et al. 2011; VanPool et al. 2006), something that was in 
direct contrast, at least, to the hierarchically organized and religious knowledge restricting 
Platform Mound Society (Elson 1998; Elson and Abbott 2000; Gregory 1991; Howard 1992; 
Wright 2014). 
 Borck and Clark also argue that social movements and other forms of contentious politics 
may be more common in the archaeological past of the Greater Southwest than previously 
expected. Since acts of contentious politics are often produced from dialogic and dialectic 
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interactions between groups, it is probable that they are very important to social and political 
change in the Greater Southwest’s history, perhaps even fundamental to understanding that 
history (Touraine 1988). 
 Together, Appendices A ̶ C create a needed counter-narrative to discussions of social 
change in the American Southwest that are focused on ways in which economic and 
environmental systems impact human society. While important, these discussions miss what 
decades of research into contentious politics have been demonstrating: that humans also impact 
human society. Movements, and social change, based solely on economic platforms exist, of 
course. And in no way should these avenues of research be abandoned in archaeology, but we 
also need to recognize that movements without a basis in environmental or economic 
fluctuations are common, and have been common. 
 In fact, the foundation of social movements on non-economic platforms has a greater 
antiquity than researchers in other disciplines recognize as well. Charles Tilly (1995) even 
argued that social movements did not exist prior to the mid-1800s. Yet, as noted in Appendix C, 
early researchers argued that the earliest social movements were based on economic causes and 
later ones were based on identity politics. If earlier social movements were built not on economic 
issues, but around less material concerns, then it is understandable if researchers have missed 
them (although see Peeples 2011). Appendices A–C argue that social movements built around 
questions of authority and power and identity occurred in the past. What is more, many of these 
periods have been argued to simply be products of environmental decline. Yet these two 
processes can be separated. 
 This separation can be accomplished by simply asking, why did this reorganization or 
social movement take this particular form? If it was simply based on reactions to a failing 
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environment or economy—and criticisms of the dominant religious and political system that 
grew out of those environmental failings—then why were the reorganizations that accompanied 
the social movements so often anti-hierarchical in nature? Why not simply replace the failed 
vertical socio-political organization for another vertical one? This happens frequently with 
regime changes and coups in the modern world. If there is a structural reorganization of society 
from vertical to horizontal paths of power, however, we really need to ask ourselves why that 
happened. 
 Appendices A and C demonstrate that at least the reorganizations examined here 
happened because there were social movements in the past aimed at contesting privilege and 
unequal access to religious and political power. These movements aimed at reorganization were 
not simply aimed at contesting the efficacy of those religious and political systems. These acts of 
contentious politics, and often instances of revolution, were not about finding a new religion that 
was more functional than the previous one. Instead, they seem to be focused on creating a new 
social organization that would disenfranchise fewer people. 
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Every force evolves a form. 

– ̶Shaker proverb 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The Pueblo Revolt is characterized as one of the most successful indigenous acts of 

resistance. Yet just as unequal interactions between indigenous groups and European colonial 
powers in the U.S. Southwest has biased regional archaeological understandings of contact 
situations by minimizing contact between indigenous groups, so too has the Pueblo Revolt 
overshadowed those cultural movements that the documentary record overlooks. Culture contact 
situations were common in the Southwest prior to the arrival of the Spanish, and acts of 
resistance and social movements were likely frequent as well. In this chapter, taking the Gallina 
region of northern New Mexico (Figure 1) as an example, I will parse out evidence for one of 
these overlooked social movements. 

The Gallina region has both confused and beguiled researchers for more than a century. 
Beginning with the Wheeler Survey of 1874 (Cope 1875), investigators described the Gallina 
(A.D. 1100–1300) as orthodox, traditional, archaic, anachronistic, backwards (Stuart and 
Gauthier 1981:93), culturally isolated, conservative (Cordell 1979; Dick et al. 1978; Green 1956; 
Hibben 1938, 1939; Mackey and Holbrook 1978; Mera 1938), marginal (Hall 1944), chaotic and 
socially pathological (Turner et al. 1993:106–107), or simply unaware of the changes happening 
in the societies that surround them (Green 1962:154). In fact, the archaeological literature treats 
the Gallina similar to what Campbell (2009) called a “semi-arrested frontier”, places where the 
inhabitants were unable to keep up with the cultural changes of their neighbors. More 
importantly, though, these pejorative adjectives express an inability to move forward or to 
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change. They imply that the Gallina were victims of the times and not agents of their fate. Recent 
research has begun to reverse these views and positions the Gallina as culturally aware actors 
(Bremer 2013; Constan 2011; Simpson 2010, 2008) who used spatial isolation to enact cultural 
change through resistance and rejection (Borck 2012). 

In this chapter, I will a combination of social network and spatial analyses to demonstrate 
that the Gallina society emerged through a social movement. The social network analysis will 

show that the Gallina 
were made up of 
people with varied 
histories and 
connections to diverse 
places in their past. I 
will argue that these 
places were 
intentionally forgotten 
to strengthen group 
unity. 

Revising 
history through acts of 
forgetting (Forty and 
Kuchler, ed. 1999; 
Mills 2008) is a useful 
strategy employed by 

Figure 1. Location of Gallina region as demonstrated by distribution of Gallina 
phase sites. 
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social movements aimed at setting one group in opposition to another, especially in areas where 
history is embedded in place (Shields 1991:62–63), such as in the U.S. Southwest. The nature of 
the Gallina social movement will then be examined using ceramic networks as evidence of 
forgetting in conjunction with a form of space syntax analysis that allows for a diachronic and 
cross-cultural comparison of Gallina political organization. Finally, by defining and employing 
the concept of an atavistic social movement, I consider the Gallina not as bumbling, behind-the-
times provincials, but as perceptive cultural reformers intent on creating a new society.  

REVITALIZATION MOVEMENTS 
To understand what atavistic movements are, we first need to understand what they are 

not. To do this I review the concept of a revitalization movement, a social movement similar, but 
with important differences, to what occurred in the Gallina region. In an effort to understand 
internal cultural change versus external change through processes such as diffusion, Anthony 
Wallace (1956:265) developed revitalization movement theory to describe “deliberate, organized 
conscious effort[s] by members of a society to construct a more satisfying culture”. Starting with 
Bradley (1996) Southwestern archaeologists have used revitalization movement theory 
sporadically. However, its use has seen a recent resurgence as archaeologists struggle to 
understand complex periods of contact and sharp moments of cultural change (Liebmann 2012; 
Russell et al. 2011; Wallace 2014). Leibmann’s engaging work on the archaeological signature 
of a revitalization movement during the Pueblo Revolt has helped to facilitate this recent interest. 

Revitalization movement theory itself has been frequently reevaluated (see Harkin 2004), 
yet it has not sustained significant critique. When it has, the focus is usually on Wallace’s 
positivistic, functionalist, biological systems approach, an approach that Wallace (2004) himself 
has stepped back from. Others criticize how revitalization movement theory does not engage 
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with the concept of power; either among movement members or between movement members 
and the group or situation to which they are reacting (e.g., Lepowsky 2004). In addition, 
deprivation or loss as a constitutive element has been over-emphasized (Martin 2004). 

Revitalization movements encompass a great many forms of cultural change as described 
in anthropological, sociological, and historical literature including nativism, reformation 
movements, cargo cults, religious revivals, messianic movements, utopian communities, sect 
formations, mass movements, revolutions, and charismatic movements (Wallace 1956:264). 
These various types of revitalization movements emphasize different aspects and are usually 
over within a generation (Russell et al. 2011:5). For instance, revivalistic movements focus on 
reinvigorating customs and values thought to have been the focus of the worldview of previous 
generations (Mooney 1896; Wallace 1956:267); nativistic movements attempt to eliminate 
foreign people or ideas (Linton 1943; Wallace 1956:267); and vitalistic movements, such as 
cargo cults, attempt to reorganize a worldview by importing foreign values and customs. Few of 
these categories are mutually exclusive, or even immutable, and successful movements will be 
flexible and transform themselves to stay viable (Russell et al. 2011:2). All of these movements 
have six common characteristics: 1) they reformulate a worldview, 2) spread the message of this 
reformulation, 3) are internally organized top-down (from prophets to disciples to followers), 4) 
adapt to resistance, 5) transform culture toward a revitalization ideal, and 6) become routinized 
(Wallace 1956:270–275). 

 The various revitalization movements can account for many of the dramatic cultural 
changes that attempt to remedy perceived societal problems. Harkin (2004) discusses in detail 
recent uses of revitalization theory in history and anthropology. However, some abrupt cultural 
changes that on preliminary inspection appear to be a revitalization movement, do not actually 
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conform to revitalization movement theory upon closer inspection. These require us to consider a 
new type of social movement I define as an atavistic social movement. I will examine one of 
these instances archaeologically, but first a quick glance at an historic example of a revitalization 
movement will be informative. 
The Amish 
 The Amish were one of many Anabaptist groups that grew from the Radical Reformation 
in sixteenth century Europe (Hostetler 1993). The Anabaptists, concerned with the slow pace of 
reformations, organized an offshoot movement intent on instituting reforms at a much quicker 
pace. Almost immediately, Anabaptist groups were persecuted and faced imprisonment, torture, 
and death for their beliefs. Reacting to this persecution, many Anabaptists moved to increasingly 
remote areas of Europe and then finally to the Americas (Redekop 1989). 

Led by Jakob Ammann, the Amish were born during these turbulent times. They often 
excommunicated members (Meidung) who did not strictly follow Ordnung, their church and 
community guidelines (Kraybill 2001:6). The Ordnung is: 

an ordering of the whole way of life–a code of conduct which the church maintains by 
tradition rather than by systematic or explicit rules . . . [T]he Ordnung is the “understood” 
set of expectations for behavior. In the same way that the rules of grammar are learned by 
children, so the Ordnung, the grammar of order, is learned by Amish youth (Kraybill 
2001:112). 
 

It is within the constraints of the Ordnung and the possibilities of sanctions from the Meidung 
that members live their days. 
Amish as a Revitalization Movement 

Based on the six criteria laid out by Wallace, Jakob Ammann’s restructuring of the 
Anabaptist movement (itself a restructuring of the Protestant reformation) was a revitalization 
movement. Ammann successfully (1) reformulated a worldview and (2) spread the message of 
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transformation. At the beginning, during Ammann’s lifetime, this movement was organized (3) 
top down, with Ammann acting as a leader and prophet and guiding his people in a split with 
other Anabaptists in Switzerland and the Alsatian region of present-day France. The Amish also 
used separation from the world as an (4) adaptation to resistance and persecution. They enforced 
separation through unwritten rules (Ordnung). This separation as resistance, also noted in 
archaeological and ethnographic contexts (e.g., Fowles 2010; Sassaman 2001), resulted in the 
Amish using migration as a form of resistance. The modern presence of the Amish demonstrates 
that Ammann’s reformulations (5) transformed at least a portion of his previous society toward 
his revitalization ideal and (6) lastly, this new worldview became routinized. 

IDENTIFYING A NEW SOUTHWEST SOCIAL MOVEMENT: THE GALLINA 
There is really no such thing as the cultural isolate, and where it appears that there is, this 

apparent isolation is itself a cultural project. 
—Michael Harkin 2004:xxxiv 

 
Archaeologists reason that the Gallina originated northwest of their heartland with the 

antecedent Los Pinos, Sambrito, Rosa, Piedra, and Arboles Phase populations (Table 1) in 
northwestern New Mexico (Bremer 2013; Ellis 1988; Hall 1944; Hibben 1939; Mackey 1977; 
Mera 1938; Simpson 2010; Snow 1978; Stuart and Gauthier 1981). They base this argument on 
continuity in material culture, including both ceramics and architecture, and a settlement pattern 
that indicates a southeasterly movement of populations away from the Mesa Verde region, and 
potentially the Chacoan outpost of Chimney Rock (Bremer 2013; Mera 1935; Simpson 2010). 
The final movement into the Gallina highlands around the Llaves valley corresponded with the 
sudden appearance of a new and unique suite of artifacts including pointed bottom pots, tri-
notched axes, and bent elbow footed pipes. 
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While this brief overview paints a fairly sterile picture of Gallina archaeology, many 
questions remain unanswered. Why did these people move into previously unpopulated highland 
environments? Why did they import or emulate so few foreign ceramics in comparison to their 
neighbors? Why did they seem to be people “out of time”–pit house dwellers in an era of 
aggregated, apartment style living in above ground room blocks? As I will demonstrate, 
approaching these questions and the archaeology of the Gallina region from a social movement 
perspective will help answer at least some of these ‘whys’. To do this, we will first examine how 
the Gallina connected to their past by constructing networks using the foreign decorated 
ceramics found in Gallina sites. 
Finding Previously Unrecognized Variability 
 The Gallina owned few foreign ceramics from other regions. In total, only 2.33 percent of 
recorded Gallina sites have evidence of foreign ceramics, which is dramatically different than the 
heavily traded decorated ceramics found in neighboring populations. Of those foreign ceramics, 
around 60 percent originated in production zones located to the southwest of the Gallina 
heartland (Borck 2012:Table 1). Researchers have used this paucity to argue that Gallina area 

Pecos Period Date Range (A.D.) Phase Dates (A.D.)
Basketmaker II (BMII) 1 – 400 Los Pinos (1 – 400)
Basketmaker III (BMIII) 400 – 700 Sambrito (400 – 700)
Pueblo I (PI) 700 – 950 Rosa (700 – 850)

Piedra (850 – 950)
Pueblo II (PII) 950 – 1125 Arboles (950 – 1125)

Chimney Rock (1050 - 1125)
Pueblo III (PIII) 1125 – 1275 Gallina (1050 – 1275)

Table 1: Periods and phases in and near the Gallina area. Dates compiled from Borck 2012, 
Bremer 2013, Simpson 2008, and Charles et al. 2006. 
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residents became isolated because they were unable to keep up with contemporaneous changes 
taking place around them. 

Formal social network analysis (SNA) is useful for teasing out obscure patterns in data. 
For this inquiry, I use two-mode network analysis3. Generally, SNA evaluates nodes (often 
individuals or groups, but in this case archaeological sites) and the connections between those 
nodes. When reconstructed from ethnographic or sociological data, connections–or ties–are often 
products of direct, personal interactions. In archaeology, however, these ties have a slightly 
different meaning (Borck et al. 2015:3–4; and see Mills et al. 2015 for an expanded discussion) 
and demonstrate networks of affiliation or networks of people who act in similar manners, but 
not necessarily interactions. 

Two-mode networks differ from standard networks because there are two types of nodes: 
actors and events. Ties are created when an actor is involved in an event. In many instances, 
actors and events are not individuals and actions, these are simply terms used in the literature to 
separate the two nodes. In this study, the actor nodes are archaeological sites (circles) and the 
event nodes are foreign ceramics in the Gallina region (squares). More precisely, the event nodes 
are the general location of production of the foreign ceramics from the Gallina region (i.e., to the 
northwest, southeast, etc.). Ties are constructed between an event and an actor when at least one 
ceramic type from that direction of production was found on an archaeological site. While the 
data for this analysis (Borck 2012:Table 1)4 is continuous, it is binarized at the presence/absence 

                                                 
3 UCINET was used to create these networks as well as to calculate the nodal degree centrality. 
4 Only foreign ceramics were used for this study. Sites without provenience were removed. 
Griffin’s site was removed from this analysis. Its ceramics were determined to be duplicates of 
Hibben’s “foreign” ceramics, which have been shown to be local. LA 557 from Mera (1935) is 
georeferenced using site 657, the probable site Mera was writing about. The actual site LA 557 is 
in the Jornada region. 
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level since it is difficult to determine if the foreign sherds of the same type represent more than 
one vessel at a site. 

Figure 2 is the two-mode network of the foreign ceramics from the entire Gallina region 
with an associated rose graph that proportionally displays the directions from the Gallina region 
in which the non-local ceramics were produced. In this and subsequent network diagrams the 

Figure 2. Two-mode social network for the entire Gallina region. Square nodes are directions of production 
for non-local ceramics in the Gallina region and circular nodes are individual archaeological sites. Nodes 
are sized by their degree centrality scores. Rose diagram indicates what percentage of all non-local ceramics 
present in the Gallina region originates in which direction. 
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actors and event nodes are scaled by degree centrality5. A clear difference is apparent between 
the rose diagram and the network. The rose diagram shows that the majority of non-local 
ceramics in the Gallina region were produced to the southwest. However, in the two-mode 
network in Figure 2, derived from the same data, the northwest node is equivalent in degree 
centrality to the southwest node. This indicates the northwest node is centrally important to the 
network. As demonstrated by Figure 2, a network approach can reveal otherwise obscured 
variability in the archaeological record. How these various directions of production relate to the 
Gallina region becomes even clearer as the Gallina region is broken down into sub-regions.   

Figure 3 illustrates a two-mode network of the archaeological sites and their associated 
foreign ceramics in the Gallina region. It excludes the Mesa Portales and Jones Canyon localities 
in the south. Nodes are again weighted by degree centrality. The southwest node’s centrality has 
dropped significantly in this modified network while foreign ceramics produced in the northwest 
still have the highest network centrality. In fact, only one site in the heartland of the Gallina 
district (LA 11850) includes wares originating to the southwest. The south, which was central 
node in Figure 2, is also minimally important. 

Moreover, Figure 3 establishes that while foreign ceramics in the Gallina region are rare 
there are variable spatial patterns in where they occur. It also reveals units of affiliation within 
the Gallina area to outside regions. More specifically, Figure 3 comprises three cliques, or 
subgroups, within the entire network. These cliques (left of 6865, center, and right of 161382) 

                                                 
5 This means that, for directions of production (events), the larger the node, the greater the 
number of archaeological sites that have relationships with it, or the greater the size of the event. 
You can think of this as which party has more people. 
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are defined by their connections to external areas. These connections are created through 
associations with ceramics that are often not contemporaneous with the Gallina (Borck 
2012:Table 1). 

Figure 4 georeferences the Gallina heartland network from Figure 3 to create a map. 
Spatializing these networks palpably blurs the cliques from the non-georeferenced network map 
in Figure 3. I have previously argued that these non-local ceramics might be a product of curated 
items that were transmitted down-the-line (Borck 2012:36 ̶ 37). While it is possible that a 
distribution pattern similar to Figure 4 could be a product of down-the-line trade (i.e., Renfrew 
1975:41–44), it is improbable based on the temporal discontinuities between the Gallina phase 

Figure 3. Two-mode social network for the Gallina pith, which is the entire region excluding the Mesa Portales 
and Jones Canyon regions. Square nodes are directions of production for non-local ceramics in the Gallina 
region and circular nodes are individual archaeological sites. Nodes are sized by their degree centrality 
scores. Rose diagram indicates what percentage of all non-local ceramics present in the Gallina heartland 
originates in which direction. 
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and the (often earlier) foreign ceramics. This is especially true for many of the ceramics from the 
Gallina pith originating to the northwest, west-southwest, and south. 

The different network shapes and the varying importance of different areas of production 
between the Mesa Portales locale, the Jones Canyon locale (Figure 5), and the Gallina heartland 
(Figures 3 and 4) reinforces that these networks are unlikely to be products of a down-the-line 
exchange system. At minimum, this type of exchange cannot account for the shape of all three 

Figure 4. Two-mode social network for the Gallina region pith, which is the entire region excluding the Mesa 
Portales and Jones Canyon regions. Square nodes are directions of production for non-local ceramics in the 
Gallina region and circular nodes are individual archaeological sites. Nodes are sized by their degree centrality 
scores. Archaeological sites are georeferenced and direction of production nodes are located at the corresponding 
point to their direction from the Gallina region. This map forms a memory map for Gallina area residents. The 
inverse of this is arguably a forgetting map that demonstrates that the Gallina were intent on severing connections 
to their recent past while building stronger connections to their imagined past. 
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networks. A down-the-line model should create similarly structured two-mode networks for each 
of these localities with varying levels of centrality for each of the directions of ceramic 
production across the networks. The expectation would be that if the ceramics are moving by 
similar processes through the Gallina highlands, then neighboring localities should be engaged in 
similar practices (i.e., Mesa Portales, Jones Canyon, and the southern portion of the Gallina 
heartland should primarily be linked to the south, southwest, and west-southwest ceramic 

production directions). This does not appear to be the case between the Gallina heartland, Mesa 

Figure 5. Two-mode social network for archaeological sites in the Mesa Portales and Jones Canon localities. 
Square nodes are directions of production for non-local ceramics in the Gallina region and circular nodes are 
individual archaeological sites. Nodes are sized by their degree centrality scores. Rose diagram indicates the 
direction of production of the combined percentage of all non-local ceramics present in both the Mesa Portales 
and Jones Canyon sites. 
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Portales, and Jones Canyon, though. Some other social behavior is patterning the archaeological 
record, which, as I will discuss shortly, is likely related to a previously unrecognized social 
movement. 

These network analyses expose dramatically different patterns between the Gallina 
heartland and the Mesa Portales and Jones Canyon localities that allow us to analytically isolate 
the former. In fact, they demonstrate that very dissimilar ceramic procurement or curation 
behaviors are actually occurring at all three localities. Significantly, with the “ceramic noise” 
emanating from Mesa Portales and Jones Canyon separated from the Gallina heartland, new 
patterns of differentiation are apparent in the latter (i.e., Figure 2 compared to Figure 3). In most 
instances in the Gallina heartland, these patterns can be attributed to curated foreign ceramics 
found in Gallina households. 

To make sense of these networks and how they relate to a social movement, it is first vital 
to understand that the ceramics comprising the networks were coiled in distant lands and painted 
with designs referencing previous social norms. Literally, embedded within the very matrix of 
these ceramics is the composition of a foreign place. In this view, the sherds from the Gallina 
heartland become not simply 2 percent of the ceramic assemblage; they become pieces of places 
(Bradley 2000, cited in Constan 2011:153). They demonstrate an attachment to a previous place, 
to diverse histories. By creating connections to other places and spatially locating the network 
this produces, the sherds in the Gallina heartland produce what amounts to a memory map that 
links the people who lived in the Gallina region to their past. They also, as I will discuss shortly, 
reveal an ancient act of social forgetting that helped lay the foundation for a social movement. 
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Spatialized Two-Mode Networks as Memory Maps 
As researchers working in the Gallina region have noted, it is unlikely that the foreign 

ceramics in the area reveal direct trade with foreigners (Borck 2012:37,42; Constan 2011:171). 
The network analyses in this study, excepting the Jones Canyon locality, support that argument. 
Likewise, there is compelling evidence for a taboo against exchange (at least of ceramics) with 
contemporaneous groups based on the conspicuous and acute shortage of contemporary foreign 
ceramics in the Gallina archaeological record. Yet some people felt compelled to curate these 
possibly taboo objects. Why then do these foreign ceramics exist in an otherwise local 
assemblage? Why would people curate these ceramics, particularly since most taboos have some 
type of censure attached to them (e.g., Sahlins 2013; Valeri 2000)? 

Memory as a history making practice can help answer these questions. Building on 
Halbwachs’ (1992) foundational work on the social context of memory, research into memory is 
now truly interdisciplinary and takes place in literature, history, sociology, psychology, and 
anthropology (Mills and Walker 2008:5). Archaeologists, especially those who work without 
documentary data, have found memory to be a useful way to understand history making practices 
(Hendon 2014:6749), the construction of social life (Giddens 1984), and the production and 
reproduction of social order (Connerton 1989). 

Connerton’s (1989) work has been particularly useful for archaeologists, because he ties, 
two different memory making practices to material culture. The first, inscribed memory or 
inscription practices, he essentially argues is text. Others have since expanded the definition of 
inscription practices to include modifications to the landscape and the built environment (e.g., 
Igoe 2004). Connerton’s second memory practice, incorporation, embodies memory in physical 
activity—such as in ritual ceremonies—and has been an important concept for archaeologists 
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(Hendon 2014:6748) attempting to understand history- and memory-making practices of groups 
without text. While Connerton’s concepts of incorporating and inscribing practices are useful, 
they can actually be limiting to archaeologists. They often create a false dichotomy in which 
groups practicing inscription have history (the act persists after the activity in the form of 
writing) and those using incorporating practices do not since the act persists only as long as the 
incorporating practice is performed (sensu Hendon 2014:6748). 

This false binarization of memory making practices is contested by Bloch who uses 
multiple case studies to demonstrate that there is no single way to inscribe memory on the world 
(Bloch 1998:80–81). While Bloch is focused on demonstrating that different cultures use objects 
as markers of the past, the implicit point that there are more ways than literature to inscribe 
memory is hard to miss. For Bloch, and many others, material culture and the landscape act as 
objects that can have memory inscribed upon them (Bloch 1998; Connerton 1989; Igoe 2004; 
Kwint 1999; Lowenthal 1985). The philosopher Robert Wilson (2005) emphasizes that memory 
not only can be inscribed on objects, but that these objects may actually be a necessary part of 
memory practices. In many ways, this parallels Webb Keane’s (2003) argument that material 
objects are made meaningful when their physical form is bundled with other attributes. While, as 
Mills and Walker noted (2008:20), Keane did not explicitly historicize the bundling of attributes 
and object, bundling can act as a way to infuse material objects with historical meanings. 

And so we see that objects can become infused with memory. In fact, treating objects as 
pieces of memory is common within many indigenous traditions in the U.S. Southwest. For 
example, in the Hopi region, a native advisor for Colwell-Chanthaphonh and Ferguson 
(2006:153) refers to archaeological artifacts as memory pieces. This seems to be especially true 
when they are picked up and reintroduced into the behavioral chain by later people. Objects of 
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any size can be containers of social memory (Hendon 2000:46), but ceramic sherds are portable 
and, importantly for the Gallina case study, easily hidden. As pieces of inscribed memory, these 
orphaned sherds become not simply a heated mix of water, clay, and aplastic inclusions. They 
become pieces of history (sensu Bradley 2000). 

In the Gallina heartland (Figure 3), where the basic pattern is for an individual site to be 
associated with sherds originating from only one direction, these sherds may represent fragments 
of other places and other times, fragments of a household’s history, a family’s social memory 
inscribed onto a portable artifact, like the license plate from your home state hanging on the wall 
in your garage. As inscribed memory, these ceramic pieces reveal the previous lives and places 
of the ancestors of the households in which they were found and that this history was important 
enough to people within that household to break a possible taboo.  

Since many of these ceramics were made earlier than the time that they were deposited, 
the structure of the two-mode network for the Gallina pith (Figure 3) might best be accounted for 
if we view these ceramic sherds as memory markers, which, combined with their spatial 
relationship in Figure 4, creates what amounts to a memory map. Viewed in this context, these 
two-mode networks become much more important than simply demonstrating heterogeneity in 
the Gallina ceramic assemblage. Instead, when these spatialized networks are viewed as memory 
maps, these two-mode networks become networks of historical affiliations6, maps of directions 
from which at least some of the people living in the Gallina region originated. 

When evaluated as memory maps, the network of the Gallina region that excludes Mesa 
Portales and Jones Canyon (Figure 3) supports the argument that the Gallina originated in the 

                                                 
6 These maps of historical affiliation should not be confused with the cultural affiliation language 
prominent within NAGPRA legislation. 
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Four Corners (Bremer 2013; Simpson 2008, 2010), although it increases the distance which at 
least a few of these households may have traveled. However, the Gallina affiliation network in 
Figure 3 slightly muddies our concepts of Gallina origins because it includes three groupings. 
Instead of one or two migration events from the northwest and north during the Rosa-Piedra 
periods, these groupings instead suggest that at least a few of the founding households in the 
Gallina region came from other areas. This becomes more evident when the similarity between 
Gallina tri-notched and Virgin Anasazi basal-notched axes is taken into account (Borck and 
Medeiros in prep.). 

Finally, the southern sites in the Jones Canyon area are a fusion of Cibolan and Gallina 
attributes. This mixture and the presence of foreign ceramics in the south that appear to be taboo 
based on their conspicuous near-absence (Fowles 2008) in the Gallina heartland, provide hints of 
what might be described as the Gallina Ordnung. While it would be difficult to empirically 
demonstrate an instance of Gallina expulsion, or Meidung, the dramatic difference between both 
the density and content of the Jones Canyon network and the network for the rest of the Gallina 
region hints at the presence of an Ordnung within the Gallina heartland that is not present within 
the Jones Canyon locality. Simply put, this type of interaction network, so close to the Gallina 
heartland, highlights that something more than simple geographic isolation was keeping these 
ceramics from moving into the center of the Gallina territory. Since the archaeological sites 
within Jones Canyon are a heterogeneous mix of Cibolan and Gallina material culture, it would 
stand to reason that the Gallina living in this area were no longer following the Ordnung of their 
peers to the north. 

The difference in types and amounts of foreign ceramics between the Gallina heartland 
and the Jones Canyon and Mesa Portales regions is striking. So striking, in fact, that it 
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underscores the lack of foreign ceramics in the former. This absence is anything but odd though 
when the ceramics are treated as pieces referencing places of the past, as objects of inscribed 
memory. Since social memory usually reinforces social order (Connerton 1989), erasing that 
social memory can serve to undermine hegemonic social institutions and structures. Thus a social 
movement in deep history would appear as a dramatic change in how a group interacted with and 
represented their past, through “more or less subtle resignification of existing views and 
memory-laden objects, to the complete erasure of the past and its practical referents, followed by 
the invention of a new tradition” (Mills and Walker 2008:219). 

The memory map displayed in Figure 4 may demonstrate an attempt by the Gallina to 
erase their past and its material referents. The sherds that create this memory map do not exhibit 
this erasure though, rather it is the contrast between sites with these sherds and those heartland 
sites in which these sherds are conspicuously absent (sensu Fowles 2008) that demonstrate an 
attempt at erasing history in deep history. We know that forgetting is as much a process of 
memory work as remembrance (Bloch 1998; Forty and Kuchler, ed. 1999; Mills 2008). It is 
unsurprising that it happens. It is, however, often significant. 

Physical manifestations of memory are permanent, mnemonic devices that are valuable in 
identity politics. This corporeality is why they are often targeted for destruction when one group 
is attacking another groups’ sense of self (Arnold 2013:2443). These destructive acts of 
forgetting have been used to “break off the people’s link with the past” (Sauer 2003:162). This is 
not always done as an attack on another group, however. For instance, during the French 
Revolution, revolutionaries used the destruction of imagery and iconography to break off their 
connection with their recent feudal and hierarchical past (Sauer 2003). Thus destructive acts of 
forgetting need not be simply about erasure. They can also be used to harness creative forces 
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(Arnold 2013:2446). As Maurice Halbwachs (1992) argues, memory provides groups with a 
sense of belonging, of history, and of identity. He also describes a strong connection between 
memory and place in the second half of On Collective Memory. Since memory is a social 
practice (Halbwachs 1992), the physical process of forgetting the past can serve to reveal 
instances when an entire group of people attempted to renegotiate their past, to cut ties to their 
historical places, by removing pieces of the past from their lives. This erasure is especially 
important for groups attempting to forge a new sense of identity. These memory maps (Figure 3 
and 4) of the Gallina heartland reveal a pattern consistent with a group of people systematically 
forgetting their past–a pattern of forgetting that is common during revolutionary social 
movements. 
The Shape of a Social Movement 

Successful social movements can dramatically change the organization of political 
power. Political organization in particular can be examined by analyzing the built environment. 
For instance, determining if building activities were coordinated at a suprahousehold level can 
help establish whether communities were under a centralized leadership of some form. In the 
U.S. Southwest, this is often exhibited with the presence of traits such as shared wall azimuths 
and the alignment of room blocks (e.g., Liebmann 2006:238,260). These traits appear when an 
organized labor pool was coordinated under some form of centralized leadership at, minimally, 
the community level (Liebmann 2006:381). 

Anthropology has a long history of investigating how the built environment reflects, or 
embeds, cultural rules and conventions (Doxtater 1984; Giddens 1984; Hillier and Hansen 1984; 
Lawrence and Low 1990; Rapoport 1976). How public and architectural space structures the 
social relationships of the people building, living, and sleeping within the architecture emerged 
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from this research (Bourdieu 2007; Hayden 1997; Lefebvre 1991; Rapoport 1982). The 
relationship between architecture and society is recursive and informs social interactions 
(Durkheim 2014; Dear and Wolch 2014; Mauss 2013). Researchers have used this recursive 
relationship with the built environment to study group cosmology, identity, and social structure, 
all of which are coded into the built environment when a group interacts with space and 
constructs architecture. Thus, the built environment can “be understood in terms of power or 
authority–as efforts to assume, extend, resist, or accommodate it” (Wells 1986:9–10). Likewise, 
Gwendolyn Wright (1991), while studying French colonial architecture, maintained that 
environmental regulation can demonstrate hierarchical power relations; something Lefebvre 
described over two decades ago as well (Lefebvre 1991). 

Additionally, since control of ritual is a principal route to power and a significant means 
to sanction unequal power relationships in groups with otherwise egalitarian leanings7 
(Aldenderfer 2010; Bloch 1991; Burns and Laughlin 1979; Curet 1996; Kropotkin 1972; 
Schachner 2001; Turner 1992), the level of ritual hierarchy, or the centralization of control of 
ritual knowledge, within a community should be observable through architecture as well. Since 
ritual organization affects social organization (e.g., Adams 1991; Potter and Perry 2000; 
Schachner 2001), and social organization affects spatial organization (Giddens 1984; Hillier and 
Hansen 1984; Rapoport 1982), observing ritual organization can be accomplished by examining 
community organization. 

To observe ritual, and thus political, organization through community organization, I use 
Clark’s (1997) Room Contiguity Index (RCI). The RCI distinguishes spatial practices through an 

                                                 
7 This process is also visible in Pueblo societies (Adams 1991; Brandt 1994; Levy 1992; Ortiz 
1969; Potter 1997; Potter and Perry 2000; Saitta 1997; Schachner 2001). 
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analysis of shared walls. It ranges from 2 to 4. The lower numbers reflect more contiguous 
spatial organization and, for the purpose of this analysis, higher degrees of centralization of 
power and reduced household autonomy. The index rarely falls below 2.4, since contiguous 
rooms will always have some outside walls.  

Figure 6 is an examination of the average RCI for sites in regions across the Southwest 
during the late A.D. 1100s through the A.D. 1300s. The average Gallina RCI is above 3.8, 
comparable with contemporaneous groups in the Lower/Middle Verde River, Middle Gila River, 
Phoenix Basin, and the Tucson Basin. The fact that all of the contemporaneous groups with 
similar RCIs dwell in residential compound type architecture is indicative of the underlying 
spatial organizational properties Clark was capturing when he created the RCI to demonstrate 
how different groups conceive of and use social space (1997:259). More specifically, this 

Figure 6. Histogram of average Room Contiguity Indexes (RCI) in the U.S. Southwest across multiple regions. 
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concept is capturing whether a group’s habitus is expressed through dispersed or cohesive spatial 
organization. This is also why the RCI for northern Pueblo migrant construction in the southern 
Southwest is so different from the southern Hohokam compound architecture. This difference is 
apparent when you examine the many groups in the southern Southwest with RCIs over 3.8. A 
few, such as Safford Valley, drop into lower RCI values because northern migrants were 
constructing Pueblo-like room blocks in the region (Figure 6). In the north, though, the values 
seldom exceed 3, the value associated with linear arrangements of contiguous rooms. 

The Gallina region, because of their acephalous community spatial organization, are a 
notable exception in the northern Southwest. The Gallina departure from Pueblo construction 
standards is more apparent when the RCI is compared through time in the northern Southwest 
(Figure 7). Viewed in this way, the RCI traces a path through time toward centralization and 
aggregation that begins with a dispersed pattern of spatial organization in the Basketmaker II 
period. When put into this 
historical perspective, the 
Gallina settlement form is 
much more representative of 
the Basketmaker II and III 
periods than of any northern 
spatial organization 
thereafter. In fact, the 
remarkable social 
reorganization during the 
pithouse-to-pueblo transition is startling when comparing RCIs across the Basketmaker III–

Figure 7. Histogram of average RCIs across temporal periods in the 
northern U.S. Southwest from approximately 1500 B.C. to A.D. 
1500. 
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Pueblo I divide. Even the massive aggregation at the beginning of the Pueblo IV period fails to 
produce such a scale of difference. Viewed from an RCI perspective, the pithouse-to-pueblo 
transition was a dramatic societal rupture in how people thought that social space, and thus 
community, should be organized. More importantly, the pithouse-to-pueblo transition appears to 
be a social chasm the Gallina were not willing to bridge. 

The Gallina upheld a non-specialized and decentralized ritual system in which each 
domestic structure was likely used for ritual purposes (Dick 1980:61; Green 1956:193; Pattison 
1968:126–127). This opposes the contemporary trend in the northern Southwest that saw an 
increase in specialized structures as domestic and ritual space was sundered (or in the case of 
Mesa Verde where some structures are specialized for habitation and others were both ritual and 
domestic)8. Figure 7 establishes that Gallina community, ritual, and political structure stretches 
across that great Basketmaker III to Pueblo I divide. In a very real way, the Gallina used 
architecture and community layout to restructure their society–much like the communitarian 
utopian social movements of the late 1800s and the 1960s that sought to rectify what they saw as 
broken social and political systems in the United States by using architecture to mold the social 
and political order within their communities (Hayden 1976). For the Gallina, the community 
restructuring seems to be a direct reference to the distant past and a critique of the social and 
ritual practices of their neighbors. 

GALLINA AS A REVITALIZATION MOVEMENT? 
 Considering the above lines of evidence, we can infer the presence of a social movement 
that built an ideology within which the Gallina thrived for a few centuries. The evidence 
                                                 
8 The Gallina region does include at least one type of specialized structure, which is the tower 
(Hibben 1948). They do not seem to be specialized ritual structures however and more often than 
not have empty floors or have been repurposed as storage structures. 
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indicates a clear difference from the increasing hierarchy and aggregation occurring 
contemporaneously in much of the rest of the northern Southwest (Figure 7). The lack of 
specialized sacred structures in the Gallina region points to the religious autonomy of their 
households and their attempt to stitch secular and religious space back together. More 
importantly, the idea that sacred and secular space should not be separated was adopted by many 
people.9 

A Gallina social movement that rejected the schism between the sacred and secular in the 
northern Southwest is similar to Wallace’s vision of a revitalization movement because (1) a 
worldview was reformulated and then (2) the message spread. Unlike Wallace’s revitalization 
movements, however, there is no indication that the Gallina movement was organized top down. 
Quite the opposite is indicated by the archaeological record. Based on the acephalous nature of 
Gallina society and the lack of centralized leadership as revealed through the highly dispersed, 
unplanned nature of the community spatial organization10, this movement appears to have been 
decentralized. While we often have difficulty in modern times conceiving of any sort of mass 
movement or political organization without direct leadership, history is rich with examples (e.g., 
Angelbeck and Grier 2012; Flexner 2014; Fowles 2010; Froese et al. 2014; Graeber 2004, 2011; 
Sauer 2003; Scott 2012). The modern world too holds examples from Occupy Wall Street to the 
Arab Spring to the Zapatistas to the Aymara in Boliva. 

There are other similarities to Wallace’s theory, though. The Gallina used migration and 
physical separation as an act of resistance to social processes in their earlier homeland 

                                                 
9 There are approximately 2200 structural sites assigned to the Gallina phase in the New Mexico 
Cultural Resource Information System. 
10 Compare this against the planned spatial organization of pueblos, which exhibited evidence of 
strong centralized leadership, immediately following the Pueblo Revolt revitalization movement 
(Liebmann et al. 2005). 
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(Wallace’s point 4) or at the bare minimum to reject their former societal trajectory (and 
eventually their history). Based on the ceramic evidence, this physical separation may have even 
been upheld by similar cultural institutions as the Amish Ordnung, which is unsurprising since 
“social transformation is necessarily . . . a spatial project” (Springer et al. 2012:1593)—as well 
as a process of forgetting that facilitated the creation of a new group identity. All of these led to 
the transformation of the previous society (Wallace’s point 5) whose worldview then became 
routinized (Wallace’s point 6). We can infer this routinization through the length of time that the 
Gallina archaeological pattern existed (A.D. 1100–1300), the highly conservative nature of their 
ceramic production (Koehring 1948), their standardized architectural construction (Simpson 
2010), the likely presence of proscriptions as confirmed by the conspicuous lack of foreign 
ceramics in the Gallina heartland, the possible existence of Ordnung-like cultural institutions. 

GALLINA AS AN ATAVISTIC MOVEMENT 
While there are similarities between the Gallina social movement and Wallace’s types, 

there is at least one major difference. Revitalization movements are centralized and hierarchical. 
The Gallina, though, were in the midst of a social movement to reject hierarchy, so it seems vital 
to differentiate a social movement ordered in diametrically opposed forms of social and political 
organization to revitalization movements. Since it is unlikely that Gallina society emerged 
through a revitalization movement, what process prompted their social change? It appears to be a 
social movement not yet defined in the archaeological literature (see Fowles 2010 for a similar 
discussion, though), but parallel to a revitalization movement.  

For the purpose of this chapter, I am defining the Gallina social movement as an atavistic 
movement. Atavism is used to indicate the similarity in decentralized political tendencies 
between the current group and previous groups, tendencies which modern social scientists are 
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starting to realize may actually be more complex than the many modern centralized and 
hierarchical political organizations (Boehm 2001; Fowles 2010; Clastres 1987). In view of that, I 
chose atavism to describe this type of movement to avoid a term associated with concepts like 
primitive, simple, or less complex and to facilitate the idea that culture moves more in a positive 
dialectic (Ruddick 2008) than in a progressive arc. 

Atavistic movements, or atavistic resistance, have similar indicators as revivalistic 
revitalization movements (Harkin 2004; Wallace 1956, 2004). The one major exception is that 
revitalization movements are characterized by centralized leadership (Table 2). This is the 
hallmark distinction between these two forms of resistance-revitalization movements are top-
down while atavistic movements are bottom-up11. In the Southwest, the Pueblo Revolt 
revitalization movement and the Gallina atavistic movement exemplify this difference. 

Atavistic societies are 
products of cultural 
resistance, are politically 
decentralized, and appear 
during periods of stress. This 
stress can be produced by 
culture contact, periods of 
deprivation, as well as periods 

                                                 
11 Interestingly, Wallace actually argues that the top down organization is supposed to become 
politically institutionalized. Since this did not occur with the Amish, and instead an egalitarian 
and decentralized political organization became the norm, the Amish might be more correctly 
argued to be an atavistic movement instead of a revitalization movement (at least if you exclude 
the disparity in power between genders and ages). At minimum, it demonstrates that to be 
successful social movements should be fluid. 

Revitalization Atavistic
Reformulate worldview X X
Spread message X X
Centralized organization X
Decentralized organization X
Adapt to resistance X X
Cultural transformation X X
Routinization X X
Table 2: Attributes of revitalization movements versus atavistic movements 
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of overproduction and affluence. As with revitalization movements, stress occurs during 
intervals of deprivation as well as times when “horizons of possibility expand” (Martin 2004:67). 
Groups in the midst of atavistic movements may use purposeful isolation, traditional 
technologies and rituals, and invented traditions to produce connections with the past, both 
historical and constructed. Thus, unlike revitalization movements which can use connections 
with foreign goods or ideas and/or concepts of future salvation, another defining trait of atavistic 
movements is their reliance on a real or imagined past and their attempt to construct that past in 
the present. More importantly, and on a broader scale, atavistic social movements can be 
generators of historical change within regions, such as indigenous North America, that see 
tension between hierarchical and heterarchical religious and political organizations. 

CONCLUSION 
 For this study, I reexamined the people who built lives for themselves in the Gallina 
region outside of the “culture area” perspective, that paradigm of both the culture history and 
spatial approaches. While the taxonomic “culture area” perspective has sustained many critiques, 
most specifically for unintentionally obscuring details about the past (e.g., Plog and Hantman 
1990), it can still be useful. It allows researchers to create manageable analyses from messy data 
and develop clear insights into the past. And yet it often obscures important variability that can 
answer intriguing social and cultural questions. To avoid this obfuscation and to discover new 
patterns and processes, I considered the past from a different perspective, specifically one that 
gives primacy to Gallina history instead of the history of their archaeologically prominent 
neighbors. 

For this chapter, in order to reverse the standard archaeological gaze and view the Gallina 
as active producers of history and not just recipients, I used social networks and architectural 
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patterning to explore potential patterns in the archaeological record through the lens of social 
movements. The case study was conducted at the community level. The community data was 
synthesized in a bottom up, diachronic, and cross-regional enquiry into the use of space, and 
markers of place, within and between Gallina communities. This minimized any oversights that 
could arise from “assumptions about the default scale at which identity operated in the past” 
(Bernardini 2005:35). By focusing on the community and regional level, previously unexplored 
heterogeneity within the Gallina region was highlighted within a network approach while 
homogeneity between Gallina community layout and Basketmaker period communities was 
emphasized. 
 With these analyses, I prioritized different aspects of the Gallina material culture and 
situated them within the larger regional milieu to establish that the Gallina were knowledgeable 
actors rather than a people unaware of the changes happening around them. Thus, the Gallina are 
viewed as part of a historical continuum instead of merely within a spatially restricted culture 
area. From this perspective, they become much more than a culturally impoverished group who 
were pushed into poor resource areas at the margins of more demographically dense, culturally 
rich groups. Instead, when the non-local ceramics found in some Gallina households are 
interpreted as remnants of largely forgotten inscribed memory, they become a people with varied 
histories who chose to reject the northern Southwest’s changing social landscape by 
systematically removing their place-based connections to that history and then reworking their 
political and ideological world. 

In a recent interview with the Chicago Tribune (Trice 2014), while discussing how 
modern Native Americans have become culturally invisible in the United States, indigenous 
rapper Frank Waln stated that “we’re a people with a past, not of the past.” This is a process that 
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he calls “symbolic annihilation.” In many ways, the Gallina invert Waln’s sentence. They were a 
people of the past, but without a past. By purposely removing objects that referenced their place 
based past, they removed their recent history to focus more fully on the period of the distant past 
(the Basketmaker II period) that was their atavistic ideal. They simultaneously removed 
themselves from history while wrapping themselves in their own version of the past. 

Most archaeological data suggests that the Gallina people likely descended from the 
earlier Rosa, Piedra, and Arboles phase groups (Bremer 2013; Simpson 2010; Table 1 this 
chapter), but this case study also suggests historical connections to more spatially and temporally 
diverse areas and people. In essence, the Gallina atavistic movement may have, to at least a small 
extent, started as a multi-ethnic social movement. However, this cultural heterogeneity is buried 
under the Gallina archaeological record’s overwhelming architectural and material cultural 
standardization. That standardization supports the idea that strong social regulations structured 
how the Gallina made their ceramics (sensu Koehring 1948) and interacted with their 
environment, their neighbors, and each other. By taking a diachronic and network perspective, 
the Gallina become a people who chose their way in their world. Specifically, they decided to 
step out of a cultural and ideological trajectory diametrically opposed to their ideas on how life 
should be organized. 
 Once socially and historically situated, the Gallina highlands look more like a place of 
refuge for people who were rebelling against social, political, and religious changes in the 
northern Southwest than an area populated by simple folk unable to keep pace with their rapidly 
changing neighbors. The Gallina region suddenly becomes a much more complicated place. A 
diverse collection of people dedicated to creating a new community at the edges of their previous 
world, one with clear material connections to antecedent regional groups (e.g., Rosa and Piedra) 
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but with new architectural and artifactual forms (i.e., tri-notched axes and pointed bottom 
vessels). However, they are not a hybrid group like the colonial resistors Bhabha (1994) was 
describing when he redefined hybridity. Instead, as a product of their atavistic movement, they 
become hybrids through time. By appropriating the past for their own intentions, they become 
rebels in their present, temporal colonists. 

What becomes important for understanding the Gallina then is not simply how they 
interacted with their neighbors, but how they interacted with their past. At a minimum, by 
emphasizing the most temporally and spatially stabile parts of the Gallina archaeological record 
(e.g., community layout and decentralized control of ritual space) and how those parts connect to 
groups in the past, allows us to appreciate what may have been most important to the Gallina. 
This of course diverges from the typical approach of examining cultural areas and the past by 
looking at what is most different, but it enables us to observe the Gallina on their own terms as 
reflected through their material culture. 
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INTRODUCTION 
And we could not live with ourselves if our archaeology produced accounts of individuals, 

cultures, and societies that left no space for individuality, freedom of choice, will, self-
determination, creativity, innovation, and resistance. 

̶ Henrietta L. Moore, “Ethics and Ontology: Why Agents and Agency Matter” 
 
 

 In this chapter we present a model that will enable archaeologists to move beyond the 
modern dichotomy of indigenous and colonizer, a binary that can also be understood as non-state 
and state. Since states dominate the documentary record, interpreting the past often occurs within 
an implicit statist framework (Flexner 2014:83–84). To overcome this, we explore a way to 
examine themes often reserved for periods with written documents in a manner that 
archaeologists working in pre-textual contexts can use. We situate this method within a 
consumption framework as consumption allows archaeologists to examine decisions in the 
archaeological record. In doing so, we hope to create a two-way bridge that crosses the “great 
divide” between precolonial and colonial inquiries — between “historic” and “prehistoric” — 
with clear applicability in other regions that predate the dramatic worldwide conquest of lands by 
European countries. 

We view consumption as a continuum that includes production, use, and discard. This 
differs from other object-oriented paradigms that parallel consumerist theories. such as object 
biography, by focusing on human agency instead of on object agency (i.e., Gosden and Marshall 
1999). As a continuum, consumption emerges as more than a simple choice of yes or no in 
human-object interactions. Along this continuum, human decisions dialectically interact at every 
moment with the material world. This recursive process generates the space in which material 
and humans create and affect each other (sensu Hodder 2012; Latour 2005; Mullins 2011). 
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Importantly, when we view consumption as a continuum that starts prior to production 
and continues through final discard (and continues with archaeological recovery), then the 
choices made within continuum become embedded within the material objects produced along 
that continuum. Each item, such as a ceramic vessel, becomes a repository for the decision of 
each individual, household, or chain of people that interacted with an object in the past. 
Assemblages of vessels are therefore the result of individual choices in time. It is here that an 
archaeology of choice emerges (sensu Brumfiel 2000). 

The archaeology of choice—revealed through consumption patterns—recognizes that 
decisions are involved at every step along the consumption continuum from production to use to 
discard to reuse to destruction. Viewed in this manner, ceramics are liminal objects that 
transition the archaeological record from one of things, to one of acts, decisions, and experience. 
Ceramics are evidence of historical choices. Each pot moves us beyond the corporeal field of 
material goods and into the incorporeal field of human history. 

Moreover, when contextualized within the literature on enculturation (e.g., LeVine 1990; 
Netting 1993), specifically high-visibility attributes from Carr’s (1995a, 1995b) unified theory of 
artifact design (See also Clark 2001), these consumption patterns indicate the choices people 
made and what they wished to transmit to household members, community members, and even 
multiple communities. They also demonstrate structural restrictions on where and when people 
can act that serve to minimize potential overstatements of individual agency. In archaeology, the 
enculturation literature is often used to examine low-visibility attributes (e.g., Clark 2001) to get 
at underlying issues of group identity and communities of practice. Yet by focusing on the high-
visibility attributes, such as the painted decorations on these ceramics, these consumption 
patterns can indicate decisions made by individuals as to which groups they would like to 
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signify—or avoid signifying—their membership. This is important because by examining the 
consumption of these high-visibility traits, archaeologists are able to draw connections between 
artifacts and historical choices. 

To play with a tired phrase, pots are not people, but they are choices. While discussing 
consumers’ conscious symbolic agency, Mullins (2011:134) noted that, “people actively define 
the meaning of things, often in opposition to dominant ideology.” We will use the previously 
outlined framework of consumption to analyze whether opposition to a new spreading ideology 
was present in the U.S. Southwest between A.D. 1300–1450. The material culture, which 
researchers labeled Salado, associated with this ideology proved difficult for archaeologists to 
define. However, research over the last 20 years demonstrated that Salado was an emergent 
religious cult with an inclusive nature (Clark et al. 2013) centered on public feasting (e.g., Crown 
1994) Below, we present a model in which knowledge and attitude, modified by topographic cost 
distance, interact to determine the integration of, or opposition to, new social practices. We apply 
it to the Salado case study of the U.S. Southwest to illustrate how these concepts can be applied 
at the regional scale. 

CONSUMPTION AS VIEWED THROUGH DIFFUSION 
 In this chapter, we argue that the changing patterns of ceramic consumption indicate 
changes in people’s affiliations, both conscious and unconscious. When pottery carries clear 
ideological meanings and was used in public feasting, as Salado polychrome was (Crown 1994), 
the consumption of these ideologically charged ceramic vessels may be one way to demonstrate 
how people choose to express their alignment to particular ideologies. These alignments, or lack 
of them, may be especially visible when looking at assemblages longitudinally. Prior to engaging 
the temporal component, however, the process of transmitting technology and ideas needs to be 
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examined. 
Diffusion of innovations and contagion theory are the primary (and intertwined) avenues 

for cultural transmission research used by sociologists to examine the spread of ideas and 
innovations (Burt 1987; Golub and Jackson 2012; Marsden 1998; Qi 2013; Rogers 2003; 
Ugander et al. 2012; Valente 1996a, 1996b). Investigations into the diffusion of innovation 
started during the 1930s and 1940s as sociologists examined the variability in uptake of new 
agricultural technology among farmers (e.g., Ryan and Gross 1943). They discussed a logistic, or 
S-shaped curve, in terms of cumulative adoption and argued that interpersonal relationships are 
fundamental to understanding diffusion. Knowledge alone was not enough to convince people to 
adopt; they also needed someone they knew, often someone with high prestige, to have adopted. 
Moreover, cultural ontologies may also predispose certain adoptions of foreign12 technology and 
ideas. Ryan and Gross (1943) further argued that adopters were split into early adopters, early 
majority, late majority, and laggards, depending on their position in the curve. 

In 1973, Everett Rogers noted that the perception of advantage or disadvantage for a new 
idea or technology could determine how successful it was in spreading. He used the term the 
“Knowledge-Attitude-Practice (KAP) Gap” to describe differences in uptake of new innovations 
based on people’s reactions to them. Rogers (1973) revisited social theory in use since the 1940s 
(e.g., Hyman and Sheatsley 1947; Tichenor et al. 1970) that had demonstrated that there was a 
gap in how different socioeconomic classes receive new ideas. He modified it to incorporate how 
an individual’s changing attitude toward an innovation was fundamental to understanding this 
gap in innovation uptake by various groups. 

                                                 
12 Foreign is described here as ideas or material culture that originated outside of the 
“indigenous” material culture and ideology of the extant local groups, often from within migrant 
communities or the later communities that emerged as migrants and locals intermarried. 
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Knowing about something new is not enough to convince someone to use it. Attitudes, 
modified by culture and society, play a role as well. Through time, knowledge of an innovation 
is followed by an attitude toward that innovation (either negative or positive), and then eventual 
adoption (or rejection) of the innovation. The horizontal distance between knowledge and 
adoption is the gap, and the size of this gap will vary through time. Rogers identified several 
factors that affected this gap including perceived advantage, compatibility, complexity of use, 
trialability, and the social field of performance. The KAP gap is important in understanding how 
attitude affects the diffusion process. It also suggests that diffusion could stall based on negative 
reactions (which we will discuss below). 

KAP is limited however, in that it only treats attitude as a dichotomy of positive or 
negative and in that it only examines relationships and time. We will overcome this dichotomy 
by examining attitude as a continuum with positive on one end, negative on the other and neutral 
in the middle. KAP also fails to incorporate space into the diffusion process. Yet, understanding 
how environment and space affect the transmission of ideas is key to understanding social and 
technological transmissions (Barash 2011:15). 

The diffusion of ideas — often associated with the investigation of the diffusion of 
innovations by sociologists — has been of limited interest to archaeologists, who have primarily 
focused on the diffusion of technologies and distance decay models (e.g., Hodder 1980; Renfrew 
1975; although see Harry and Roth 2016). Thus, while sociologists rarely incorporate spatial 
considerations into the spread of ideas and instead rely upon social and structural relationships 
within networks, archaeologists have tended to favor spatial distributions of materials, 
population size and distribution, and environmental constraints. However, sociological 
investigations into diffusion that examine how ideas spread based on the structure of a network 
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(i.e., network topology) composed of nodes (individuals) and edges (their relationships) can be 
useful to archaeologists. 

The position of nodes within the structure of the network is important, particularly if 
nodes are in locations that enhance the transmission of information and technologies (Mills and 
Peeples 2016). We argue that a geosocial approach that combines a relational approach (network 
topology) with a spatial approach (materials, population, and regional topography) can help 
researchers overcome the limitations prominent in archaeology and sociology and gain a much 
more holistic method for understanding how changing patterns of consumption are driven by the 
diffusion of goods and their associated ideas. 

RECOGNIZING RESISTANCE USING NON-TEXTUAL DATA AND MODELS OF 
DIFFUSION 

 Resistance piqued the interests of anthropologists and archaeologists during the post-
structural paradigm shift in the 1980s and 1990s. Much of the resulting research had roots in 
Gramsci’s (1971) ideas on how subordinate groups resist a dominant group’s ideology, in 
Marxist understandings of power struggles, and within Nietzsche’s (2007[1887]), and then 
Foucault’s, genealogies (1981, 1995). 

While generating valuable insights, the use of resistance in anthropology has sustained 
substantial criticism. These include that researchers romanticize the resisting group (Ortner 
1995:177) and oversimplify a complex process (Scarry 2001:55), often by creating a dichotomy 
of dominant/subordinate (Sakamoto 1996). Brown (1991:389–406; see also Mattingly 2013) 
reasons that this oversimplification fails to recognize that instances of resistance can also entail 
rejection of the current political structure of the group being dominated or subjugated. In 
essence, marginalized groups still actively create the societies they live in (Gosden 2004). 
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However, this focus on the agentive and creative way in which less powerful groups navigate 
social and political situations has itself been criticized for downplaying massive inequalities in 
privilege and power (González-Ruibal 2014). 

Further critiques include the uncritical application of a range of theories forged within a 
post-colonial paradigm to periods lacking the colonizer/colonized dynamic. These critiques have 
been given short shrift by researchers such as Sahlins (1999:52) and Brown (1991). Indeed, 
Sahlins (1999:52) notes that resistance, and cultural subversion, is intrinsic to the nature of 
intercultural relations as these relations involve a change in cultural context of “external forms 
and forces.” This change alters the values placed on familiar categories and relations. In this 
context, resistance theories are integral for understanding cultural contact and power relations in 
all times, not just during the period of western imperialism. Interestingly, this demonstrates that 
another critique of resistance literature—that researchers often fail to effectively use available 
data (Ortner 1995) and too often rely on textual data instead of available ethnographic data—can 
be overcome by incorporating archaeological data. Material culture, which is often a bridge 
between the deep history of archaeology, the historical past, and the ethnographic present, is 
another line of evidence that should be mobilized to understand power dynamics in the past and 
present. 

Archaeologists have observed forms of resistance in the archaeological record in a 
number of ways. Ceramics have been examined to show how rural African slaves created a 
household space and material culture that did not reinforce their position in the dominant 
ideology’s hierarchy (Ferguson 1991). Researchers have also studied style and iconography to 
determine the presence of resistance (Emerson and Pauketat 2002; Kelley 1992; Schurr 2010; 
Webster 1999) as well as using ceramic distributions to examine resistance at the boundary of 
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empires (Anders 1989:7–9). 
In the U.S. Southwest literature, resistance seems most obvious at the spatial boundaries 

of a dominant culture (e.g., Borck 2012, 2016; Fowles 2010a; Mills 2008), and more subdued 
closer to the centers of power (Liebmann 2002; Mobley-Tanaka 2002; Spielmann et al. 2006; 
Wilcox 2009). Resistance also may have a strong spatial component. This can take the form of 
maintaining earlier forms of dispersed settlement patterns, or patterns of mobility as a resistance 
to centralization and increasing hierarchy. “Subverting domination through separation” 
(Sassaman 2001:227) can lead to cultural and social persistence of subaltern groups. This pattern 
is also seen during the colonial period in the U.S. Southwest (Ferguson 2002). 

Based on the above literature, a spatial component, along with social networks, should be 
applied to any archaeological investigation of resistance—especially when using models of 
diffusion to understand and explore resistance. The study of how space affects social 
transmission is an important, yet unresolved, question in our understanding of how ideas are 
transmitted (Barash 2011:15) and resisted. The study of how social connections affect the spatial 
distribution of technology is equally important and equally unresolved. A little over 20 years 
ago, Douglas and Kramer (1992) highlighted the notion that social and spatial measures both 
needed to be taken into account when examining the spread of technology, the movement of 
people, and consumption and production practices. While little has been done to look at how 
these two measures interact, much has been done on them individually (See Appendix C for an 
overview of geosocial research; see also Bernardini and Peeples 2015; Coward 2013; Hill et al. 
2015; Mills, Clark et al. 2013 for recent syntheses of social network and spatial analyses). 

Is it possible, then, to recognize resistance in non-textual assemblages? We argue that 
beyond being possible, in some instances it might even be preferred to rely on non-documentary 
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data to identify ancient acts and processes of resistance when text-based evidence is erratic, not 
present, or too biased. This preference should be coupled with the recognition, though, that the 
material record also comes with its own set of biases and assumptions. 

In our particular case study, we follow ideas of power that infuse the work of Bourdieu 
and Foucault, specifically that “power works best when it is invisible. When power becomes 
visible . . . it provokes resistance” (Hoy 2004:15). To recognize resistance without the textual 
record, we integrate inferential tools developed by postcolonial researchers examining 
historically neglected groups with a social network model in which knowledge and adoption of 
“foreign” objects are considered separate historical events. The adoption of new consumption 
practices is an agentive process where simple knowledge of “foreign” objects is not sufficient to 
explain their adoption. Attitude, pivotal to the model, is multivocal and governs future 
interactions. This model demonstrates how and why consumptive practices are affected by 
culture contact, and demonstrates how archaeological/historical data can be operationalized to 
approach the adoption of “foreign” objects and practices at multiple social and spatial scales. 

WHAT IS SALADO? AN IDEOLOGICALLY DRIVEN, SOCIAL MOVEMENT 
 A substantial part of the Colorado Plateau was depopulated during the A.D. 1200s, 
setting off a demographic cascade that affected much of the U.S. Southwest. At least some of the 
migrants, especially those from northeastern Arizona, were instrumental in founding a new 
religious practice that was adopted throughout the southern Southwest (Clark 2001; Clark and 
Lyons 2012; Crown 1994; Lyons and Lindsay 2006; Mills, Clark, et al. 2013). Our discussion 
focuses on the prehispanic depopulation of northeastern Arizona and subsequent movement of 
those groups into populated areas in southern Arizona (Figure 1; See Borck et al. 2015; Mills, 
Clark et al. 2013; Mills et al. 2015 for an examination of the regional impacts during this period). 
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An emergent religious movement, termed “Salado,” resulted from this culture contact. 

Salado is an archaeological concept that has been debated for decades, both in terms of its 
origin (Dean 2000; Di Peso 1958; Doyel and Haury 1976; Gladwin and Gladwin 1935; Haury 
1945; Nelson and LeBlanc 1986) and its ideological and organizational meaning (Crown 1994). 
More recent research indicates that much of what is now called “the Salado phenomenon” may 
be related to an ideology that spread from northern Pueblo migrant networks to their neighbors in 
their new southern homes (Crown 1994; McGuire 2012; Mills, Clark, et al. 2013; Mills, Roberts, 
et al. 2013). It incorporated new consumptive practices, including decentralized production of 
polychrome ceramics and large-scale feasting using these polychrome ceramics (Figure 2) as 

Figure 1. Overview map of regions discussed in this chapter. 
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serving vessels (Crown 1994). This shared ideology has been proposed as a way to ease inter-
group tensions among migrants and locals and facilitate migrant integration (Crown 1994; Clark 
and Lyons 2012) as well as a way to maintain a shared identity in diaspora (Clark et al. 2013; 
Clark and Lyons 2012; Lyons and Clark 2011; Lyons et al. 2008; Lyons and Lindsay 2006; Mills 
2011). Religion does not simply integrate though. The picture is always much more complicated 
than that and conflict between, and even within, communities engaged in different religious 
practices is common through all points in time (See also Dungan 2015 for recent examples of 
Southwestern research into how religion divides). 

Early researchers posited that Salado originated in the Tonto Basin, which they labeled 

Figure 2. Gila Polychrome (Salado Polychrome/Roosevelt Red Ware) ceramic vessel. Image courtesy of Eastern 
Arizona College, photo by Mathew A. Devitt. 
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the “Salado Heartland” (Doyel 1976; Haury 1945). However, Roosevelt Red Ware, which is the 
broader term for Salado polychromes and related bichrome ceramics, occurs in equal amounts in 
areas as disparate as the San Pedro Valley and the Transition Zone of Arizona (Clark 2001). The 
ware originated in the Silver Creek area in the late A.D. 1200s (Mills et al. 1999) before being 
adopted throughout the central and southern Southwest. 

In many areas, the initial arrival of the migrants was fraught with competition and 
conflict. The lower San Pedro Valley (Wallace and Doelle 2001), where the locals aggregated 
into walled villages and constructed platform mounds demonstrates this tense social situation. 
Social conflict was also present in the Point of Pines region, where a migrant enclave of at least 
20 rooms was burned in the A.D. 1280s (Haury 1958, 1989). 

Patricia Crown (1994) provides much of the background research on the Salado; she 
examines a number of models that could explain how Salado polychromes were adopted. These 
explanations include (1) elite exchange, (2) indicators of economic alliances, (3) ceramics as 
objects associated with the spread of a religious ideology, and (4) ceramics as markers of migrant 
ethnicity (Crown 1994:191–210). Since Salado polychromes are sourced to most areas that they 
are found (i.e., locally produced), Crown concluded that they were likely associated with the 
spread of ideas and not material exchange. Additionally, because the artistic content of the 
ceramics often revolves around images associated with fertility such as stylized clouds and 
horned serpents she further proposed that these ceramic vessels were material indicators of the 
spread of a cult or ideology — a conclusion with which we agree. 

However, Crown presented this conclusion while rejecting all other alternative 
explanations, including that of migrant ethnicity. While ethnicity may not be the correct term, the 
association of Salado ceramics with migrant identities in diaspora is consistent with the 
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ideological interpretation of the content of the designs (Clark et al. 2013). In addition, McGuire 
(2012) pointed out that there is no need to reject a political explanation for the process; feasting 
and the production of these symbolically charged ceramics were important venues for the 
establishment and maintenance of power in the southern Southwest. Thus, while originally 
framed as alternatives, Crown’s hypotheses can be viewed as intersectional processes. 

By about A.D. 1350, as settlement clusters within the Salado influence aggregated, and 
after 50-100 years of influence from migrants from the north and their descendants, many 
settlements displayed an intricate range of Pueblo immigrant and local attributes (Clark and 
Lyons 2012). Within just a few generations then, a range of time in which these changes would 
have been clearly visible to adults in the population, Salado came to signify both an inclusive 
ideology that emerged out of contact with locals and northerners from the Colorado Plateau and 
an interfused cultural identity spread across a vast region of the Southwest (Clark et al. 2013). 
The Salado identity that was probably something shared by migrants in diaspora during the late 
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries became a widespread religious tradition that was 
adopted by thousands of people living in multiethnic communities. There were, however, many 
living in relatively close proximity to those who adopted this set of religious practices who did 
not adopt them. The disjuncture between those who participated in this ideologically driven 
social movement and those who did not raises two interrelated questions. First, why did the hosts 
of migrants in many areas adopt the “foreign objects” represented by Salado ceramics? And 
second, why didn’t others? 

McGuire (2012) argues that Salado polychrome may also be evidence of control within 
the inequalities of the Classic period (A.D. 1050/1150–1450) social landscape of southern 
Arizona. This is almost certainly true in the few areas where Salado polychromes were imported 
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by elites and were not created by locals. This is the case in the Phoenix Basin, one of the rare 
areas in the Southwest where Salado polychromes occur alongside the hierarchical ritual 
platform mound system. It does not appear to be true, however, throughout the majority of the 
region in which Salado polychromes were present. 

Regardless of whether Salado is viewed as an inclusive ideology or an ideology used for 
political control by a few elites, interpreting the diffusion of this ideology relies on an 
understanding of the acceptance or resistance of the social movement termed Salado. This also 
highlights one of the difficulties mentioned earlier when examining resistance in the past. Power 
relationships are complex. Resistance, if it was occurring, was likely happening in multiple 
directions. For instance, elites in some regions may have resisted the spread of this new, 
decentralized ideology by co-opting its material culture at the same time that groups in other 
regions that were participating in the elite platform mound ideology were resisting the 
dissemination of Salado ideology by restricting the spread of the polychromes (and their 
associated power and ideas) into their communities. All of this would likely have likely 
happened while other groups resisted the platform mound elites’ hierarchical control of ritual 
knowledge by participating in this new decentralized and accessible religious practice (see also 
Borck 2016). 

TOPOLOGY, TOPOGRAPHY, AND RESISTANCE TO INNOVATIONS OR “FOREIGN 
OBJECTS” 

 Networks are constructed of nodes and edges. Nodes are the actors, often individuals or 
communities, in these networks. Edges are the relationships, or connections, between the nodes. 
Diffusion operates through networks in two ways. The first is through direct interactions between 
individuals. In this view, the nodes labeled 1 in Figure 3 will be the first to adopt a new practice 
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or idea from the source node since they interact directly with the source. The second form is 
through structural equivalence. For instance, both of the nodes labeled 3 would be likely to adopt 
a new practice or accept a new idea because of their similar relationship with the broker of that 
idea (which here is the node labeled 2). Their adoption has nothing to do with their relationship 
with each other. 

A central aspect of diffusion through structural equivalence is that it requires weak spots, 
or structural holes (in our case the area between nodes labeled one and two in Figure 3 is a 
structural hole). Brokers (again nodes labeled 1 and 2) bridge these holes. Brokers and bridging 
ties are very important in disseminating new ideas and technology to otherwise unattached 
groups (See Burt 1992 for an in-depth discussion of brokerage and Peeples and Haas 2013 for an 
application in archaeology). For example, recent archaeological applications of network theory 
have shown that brokers or “weak ties” bridge different groups and are often in intermediate 
areas (Peeples and Mills 2016). The case study in this chapter extends that idea to areas in the 
southern Southwest to look at other factors that influenced the adoption and resistance to Salado 
ideology and material culture. We would like to highlight that one important, but overlooked, 
reversal is that these brokers are also important for stopping or slowing the spread of 
information. 

Figure 3. Network topology. Diffusion can, at its most basic, be modeled as moving along paths throughout the 
network structure. Numbers indicate path-distance from source. 
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In the simplified example in Figure 3, each node is labeled with a number indicating its 
shortest path distances from the source node. This represents how quickly new material spreads 
through the network through both positional and direct interaction. It is easy to see how much 
power the node labeled two has in controlling the distribution of new material. If this node 
decides that there is something wrong with the “foreign objects,” no other members of their 
group will have knowledge of it. Assuming that they pass it along, though, it would only take 
four steps, in this example, to get to the most distant member or four steps to spread through two 
groups. If we do not see the “foreign objects” at the node labeled 4 and the attached node labeled 
3, but do see it at the lower node at path distance three, than we could safely assume that the last 
two nodes without the foreign objects were rejecting, or actively resisting the inclusion of these 
objects into the social practices. Or can we? 

Figure 4 takes our network example and overlays it on the contours for the San Pedro and 
Safford Valleys in southern Arizona. These are two valleys which contained both local and 
immigrant populations and in which Salado material culture, and thus its associated ideas, moved 
at variable rates through time. In these two valleys, the Salado polychromes became the most 
common decorated ware at all sites by A.D. 1350. 

What becomes clear in Figure 4 is that topography and topology can have a complicated 
relationship. We know that groups often follow the law of spatial propinquity and are often 
formed from interactions with spatially proximal neighbors. In the Southwest, however, we also 
know that interactions can span large distances and multiple environments (Mills, Clark, et al. 
2013; Mills, Roberts, et al. 2013). For example, Mills, Clark, et al. (2013) found that spatial 
propinquity and material culture similarities were only weakly correlated. Moreover, they found 
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that the correlation was weakest in the southern Southwest, where Salado Polychrome ceramics 
were most dominant. 

Therefore, to understand how goods moved through a social network, we must consider 
how that social network is situated in space. Figure 5 gives us a clearer idea of the modifying 
influence that topography can have on topology. The dashed gray line is the path of interaction 
incorporating topography. When we re-examine the first example where the path distance 3 and 
4 nodes did not show evidence of new consumption practices, we can see that instead of an act of 
resistance to new ideas and new practices, the low amount of Salado polychromes could be a 
product of the local geography. Thus, the first step is to understand the effects of both 
topography and social networks (or geosocial effects) on the consumption of objects at the 
regional scale. 

Figure 4. Topology and topography. Viewed horizontally, and spatially in context, a network’s topology is 
intersected by the topographic features within which the social network resides. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 Modeling relationships between social and spatial data can provide insights into the 
adoption and resistance of material culture. Models of consumption that are applied at the 
regional scale may not be able to identify resistance without taking into account cost distance 
between localities. Here we have also introduced the importance of considering the structure and 
position of actors within the network as a hypothetical way of integrating the two approaches. In 
previous research the combination of spatial and social networks have shown that neither are 
explanatory on their own (e.g., Mills, Clark, et al. 2013). 
 In addition to modeling spatial distributions vis-à-vis social relationships within a 
network we also suggest returning to some of the insights of Rogers and others who have looked 
at the diffusion of innovations within social networks. Rogers (2003) suggested that perceived 
advantage, compatibility, complexity of use, trialability, and the social field of performance are 

Figure 5. With the topographic contours removed, it is easy to see how network topology interacts with 
spatial topography to modify how quickly, or slowly, “foreign objects” or the knowledge of “foreign 
objects” might travel. 
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all factors in the KAP gap. With respect to resistance, which of these factors might be operative 
in the diffusion of the ideology attached to Salado Polychromes? Perceived disadvantages of 
adopting Salado polychromes include the responsibilities for hosting feasts associated with 
religious activities and obligations to others within the network. 
 Salado polychromes are associated with some settlements with platform mounds in 
several areas of the southern Southwest, especially in the fourteenth century. Although the exact 
functions of these mounds seem to be variable, they are associated with higher than usual 
evidence for feasting as well as the consumption of higher valued material goods such as 
obsidian, turquoise, and shell by elites. For these reasons as well as the cross-cultural data on the 
use of elevated mounds, many archaeologists working in the Southwest have interpreted these 
mounds as evidence for intra-community inequality (e.g., Elson 1998). For those who are not in 
a position to participate, adopting Salado polychromes and other Roosevelt Red Ware ceramics 
may have been a way of resisting inequalities and social obligations that were extant in other 
areas of the southern Southwest. 

Salado may, in fact, be best characterized as a populist social movement rather than one 
with a high degree of secrecy and control of ritual knowledge, which was more the case for the 
northern Southwest’s kiva religion (e.g., Brandt 1994). Thus, it is the social and political 
disadvantages of participating in the Salado social network that we think merit the greatest 
attention in why they might have been resisted. 

Consumption patterns of foreign objects, can tell us a great deal about ideology and 
resistance in a prehispanic and precolonial setting. Within these patterns, we can see which 
groups were early adopters and which adopted much later in time, if at all. They can also help 
researchers understand why various groups did or did not adopt new innovations by facilitating 
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the creation of static models, in our case diffusion models, to test against. 
Most diffusion models (sociological and archaeological) work on rates of adoption 

curves. By incorporating both network topology and spatial topography, the adoption curves can 
be modified to be more holistic and to allow for more accurate interpretations of the social 
processes that determine whether new material practices and their associated ideologies are 
incorporated into the sociological and ideological practices of a particular group. Moreover, life 
is not composed of the decision to singularly accept or reject one idea or new material object at a 
time. It is a set of interlocking variables where accepting one new idea can dramatically change 
how individuals interact with “foreign objects” and ideas. 

In the American Southwest around A.D. 1300, Salado technology and its associated 
ideologies were introduced to new areas in a series of successive stages. Yet at the same time 
people were also interacting with ceramics from groups much farther south, ceramics that were 
encoded with a different set of social cues. These other social cues can then help determine a 
group’s attitude to new ideas once they gain knowledge of them. Consumption practices of 
ideologically charged material items, specifically the Salado polychrome ceramics, can reveal 
how migrant groups in diaspora may have utilized ideology to integrate themselves into the 
social fabric of new regions. It can examine why this integration was so effective that in many 
regions within just a few generations the first-comers and the guests merged historically 
precedented local traits with newer traits into an interfusion that archaeologists label “Salado.” 
 Consumption practices of ideologically charged materials can also uncover how religious 
practices may have created fissures within ideological landscapes. These fissures create choices. 
By examining these fissures through resistance theories and diffusion of innovations, researchers 
can uncover whether groups in adjacent areas may have been specifically resisting the spread and 
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incorporation of a new ideology. This is one of the many reasons a consumption framework is 
very effective at examining an archaeology of choice, because consumption incorporates an 
agentic ability to choose between alternatives while recognizing that these decisions are 
structured within a geosocial setting (sensu Brumfiel 2000). 
 This choice to resist seems to have been made in the Coyote Mountains to the southwest 
of modern Tucson where platform mound communities with almost no Salado ceramics were 
located relatively close to communities in the Tucson Basin and San Pedro Valleys that 
consumed many Salado polychromes. To understand if communities such as those in the Coyote 
Mountains were actively resisting the dissemination of Salado ideology, though, we need to 
understand how space and sociality interact. In this chapter, we have set out a conceptual guide 
to researchers looking to understand how people interact with new ideas in deep history and the 
material choices that result. Our focus is on using this guide to examine a variety of acts of 
resistance versus acts of isolation, but the concept can be used to model any synchronic or 
diachronic analyses that focus on consumption practices and can be used to compare models 
derived from textual data with those derived from material goods. These models can also help to 
create a cross-temporal dialogue between historical and non-textual archaeologists, a theme we 
strongly support and that has been highlighted throughout this volume. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 The world is filled with ideas clamoring, and competing, for our attention. When 
these ideas are powerful and provocative and impact the structure of power within your 
society, they can be particularly compelling. This is true now and it was undoubtedly true 
in the past. But as archaeologists, we often fail to understand these periods as episodes of 
social unrest and instead resort to models of economic and environmental reaction. Yet, 
these periods often change the entire nature of the social landscape by reorganizing 
hierarchical power structures into horizontal ones (see Adams 1991; Arakawa 2012; 
Borck 2012, 2016; McGuire and Saitta 1996). If the impetus for this change is simply 
based on the scarcity of resources, why would the structure of the social organizations be 
changed in such a dramatic way instead of simply replacing one form of vertical power 
with another as is seen often in the modern world with military coups and the regime 
changes of dictators? 
 In this article, we answer this question in at least one epoch of the Greater 
Southwest by combining social and spatial variables to examine how local communities 
reacted to the spread of a new ideology that previous researchers have named Salado (see 
Crown 1994; Clark et al. 2013; Lyons 2014). We argue that the Salado Phenomenon was 
a populist religious social movement that succeeded because it created open access to 
religious knowledge and thus equalized access to political power through religion. 

Data for this research was compiled from published and unpublished records and 
from targeted excavations at nine sites throughout southern Arizona conducted by 
Archaeology Southwest. These excavations were undertaken to fill in regional gaps in 
archaeological data. Additionally, a reanalysis of a ceramic sample from previously 
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analyzed sites was implemented to capture chronologically sensitive styles of Roosevelt 
Red Ware (Lyons 2012, 2014; Neuzil and Lyons 2006) that were not defined during the 
original analyses. 

This data was added to the Southwest Social Network database, a joint project 
between the School of Anthropology at the University of Arizona and Archaeology 
Southwest (Mills, Clark, et al. 2013; Mills, Roberts, et al. 2013; Mills et al. 2015). The 
project builds on the earlier Coalescent Communities Database (Hill et al. 2004, 2012; 
Wilcox et al. 2003), which contains site size data on documented settlements with more 
than 12 rooms across the U.S. Southwest. The ceramic data used in this analysis include 
painted and plain ceramic type and ware counts from more than 580 sites. The Southwest 
Social Network database currently contains information on over 4.8 million ceramic 
artifacts.13 

The null model incorporates both a spatial component that models the flow of 
material goods (e.g., Chun et al. 2012) and a social network component that examines 
how ideas spread through a network through time (Friedkin and Johnsen 1990). In this 
model we seek to answer the call made by many researchers that spatial and social 
variables need to be examined together (e.g., Borck and Mills 2016; Douglas and Kramer 
1992; Leidwanger et al. 2014). 

Following the results, we will address how tensions stretching across political, 
social, and religious spheres created the pattern we observe in the archaeological record. 
We will discuss how this pattern relates to acts of resistance and why these acts 

                                                 
13 All data is archived with Archaeology Southwest and is available to qualified researchers. 
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demonstrate that Salado material culture represents the remains of a spatially and socially 
dispersed religious social movement that burst across the southern Southwest. 

Further, we will argue that this social movement—a product of interaction 
between locals, migrants, and eventually the descendants of both—worked to limit and 
undermine hierarchical religious and political developments within the Hohokam world. 
It may have even served as a model for the transition into dispersed and decentralized 
communities that happened near the end of the Classic period (A.D. 1100/1200 ̶ 1450 
[aka the Polvoron Phase]) and possibly continued through the colonial period (e.g., 
Loendorf et al. 2013).  
 Archaeologists have become increasingly effective at extracting historical 
narratives from data sets that vary in quality and robustness. Two of our most complete 
data sets are the environmental record and the placement of archaeological sites on the 
landscape. An over-reliance on these two datasets can lead to substantial bias in 
archaeological reconstructions. This can result in analyses that are unable to move past 
environmental causes for understanding social change. 
 One way to avoid these biases is to take a more explicit approach that incorporates 
human action into social change and construction. As we argue in this article, a contentious 
politics framework (e.g., McAdam et al. 2001) is an effective, but little explored, means for 
discovering not simply how society changed, but why it followed a particular trajectory when 
multiple pathways were possible. Contentious politics arose from a broad cross-disciplinary body 
of literature aimed at understanding dramatic moments of social change, often from a bottom-up 
perspective (see for instance McAdam et al. 2001; Tilly 2008). The contentious politics 
framework emerged after researchers recognized similarities among three types of social dissent, 
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primarily social movements, strikes, and revolutions and subsumed them under more 
encompassing framework (McAdam et al. 2001). Of equal importance, contentious politics, 
especially social movement theory, incorporates human agency and decisiveness into the 
examination and interpretation of sociocultural changes. As these are often lost in environmental, 
“emergent actions/trend,” and collective behavior explanatory frameworks, contentious politics 
presents an alternate theoretical avenue by which archaeologists can re-integrate individual 
decision making into our analyses. 
 The Greater Southwest is a fertile place in which to deploy this body of literature and 
examine instances of bottom-up, decisive change. In fact, the Pueblo Revolt, one of the most 
effective indigenous rebellions against a colonial power occurred in this region (Liebmann 2012; 
Wilcox 2009). While this dramatic act of resistance is an ideal example of a social movement 
aimed at confronting and rectifying colonial atrocities and power imbalances, it has had the 
unforeseen effect of eclipsing more ancient, and sometimes more massive, social movements. 
This is not intended as a critique of historians or archaeologists writing about the Revolt. The 
textual data for the Pueblo Revolt, and it’s spectacular and highly visible nature has 
overshadowed other dissent based social movements in deep history14, which is to say the 
pretextual history, of the Greater Southwest (Borck 2016; Russell et al. 2011; Wallace 2014a). 
While the study of contentious politics is relatively new, they are as old as our species. In fact, if 
you look at history as a series of dynamic socio-political changes, contentious politics appear to 
be one of the engines of history. 

                                                 
14 Deep history is used in place of what archaeologists often refer to as the prehistoric period. 
Deep history, and those studying it, do not acknowledge the traditional barrier between history 
and prehistory (Armitage and Guldi 2014; Shryock et al. 2011).  
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 By taking a social movement perspective, we suggest archaeologists will be able to 
uncover more instances of decisive, and contentious, mass human action in the past. These 
actions may otherwise be interpreted as mere reactions to environmental processes or as 
emergent processes that treat humans as passive agents predestined to follow some inevitable 
historical trajectory. For this article, we focus on the late pre-contact period in the Greater 
Southwest in which a large number of people emigrated from the Kayenta/Tusayan regions near 
the Four Corners area (Figure 1) and resettled to the south (Clark et al. 2013; Clark and Lyons 

2012; Hill et al. 2004; Lyons 2014; Lyons et al. 2008). In their new destinations, these migrants 
frequently lived as a marginal minority during the early post-migration years, although exactly 

Figure 1. Overview map of U.S. Southwest. 
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how they were marginal varied between regions. The interaction between locals in the southern 
Southwest and these northern migrants birthed the complicated Salado archaeological pattern. 
This pattern is evidence of what Patricia Crown (1994) has called the Southwest Regional Cult, a 
religious movement built around ideas of community well-being and fertility. 
 Research into Salado archaeology has a deep, and oftentimes controversial, history in 
Southwestern archaeology (e.g., Haury et al. 1976). Multiple theories about Salado have been 
proposed and abandoned, largely because they were the products of deep insights from poor data 
(e.g., Di Peso 1976). The surge of cultural resource management projects throughout southern 
Arizona since the National Historic Preservation Act was passed in 1966 has greatly increased 
the amount of data and restructured our understanding of Hohokam and Salado archaeology. The 
flood of new data from these projects has led to a rash of detailed reconstructions of the Salado 
archaeological pattern, also known as the Salado Phenomenon, during the last 20 years (e.g., 
Clark and Lyons 2012; Lyons 2014; Neuzil 2008). The majority of this new work has focused on 
understanding the historical forces that shaped the social groups that created the Salado 
archaeological pattern as well as why these groups may have created a new ideology, which 
swept across the Southwestern landscape in an archaeological blink of an eye. For instance, most 
recently, Borck and colleagues (2015) demonstrated that there may have been historical factors 
in the migrants’ homeland that prompted this push for inclusiveness and outreach to external 
groups in the southern Southwest. 
 This article takes that analysis a step further and asks why Salado ideology was able to 
compete with an emerging regional ideology represented by the Hohokam platform mound 
system by looking at the interplay between spatial and social variables. We use contentious 
politics, specifically social movement theory (della Porta and Diani 2006; McAdam et al. 2001; 
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Tarrow 1998), to understand broad-scale social changes and how those impacted the religious 
and political lives of people living in the southern Southwest, especially in southern Arizona. 
More importantly, we use social movement theory to understand how the religious and political 
lives of the non-elite locals in the southern Southwest and marginalized migrant minorities 
impacted social change over a couple of generations. 
 We do this with an explicit focus on understanding power relationships during this time 
and the deep understanding that Southwest archaeologists and historians have of the political 
power embedded in religious practices and worldviews. These themes can be analyzed by 
understanding the transmission of ideas through time. In particular, since consumption of 
ideologically important ceramics are expressions of alignments with particular ideologies, 
changes in these consumption practices indicate changing decisions that people make as to which 
ideology they are affiliated with (Borck and Mills 2016). It follows then that decorated ceramics 
“are liminal objects that transition the archaeological record from one of things, to one of acts, 
decisions, and experience. Ceramics are evidence of historical choices. Each pot moves us 
beyond the corporeal field of material goods and into the incorporeal field of human history” 
(Borck and Mills 2016; see also Appendix B:75). 
 We will analyze the acceptance and implementation of these alignments through 
time, which is to say human religious and political decisions and choices, by looking at 
changing patterns of material culture, primarily decorated ceramics, throughout the study 
area (Figure 1). From this perspective, we can position Salado within a framework of 
human action and choice at a social scale and refrain from interpreting human actions as 
emergent properties of society, driven more by environmental change or issues of scale 
than human decisions. This perspective of the archaeological record as one of decisions 
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relies on humans as agents of social construction and change. We approach this 
perspective using social movement theory within the framework of contentious politics. 

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND CONTENTIOUS POLITICS 
 To interpret both Salado’s ideological message and any acts of resistance to that message, 
we follow the ideas of power that infuse the work of Bourdieu and Foucault, specifically that 
“power works best when it is invisible. When power becomes visible . . . it provokes resistance” 
(Hoy 2004:15). Foucault (1982) argued that power operates through obvious repression in visible 
institutions, but also, and sometimes more effectively, through the production of subjective 
experience during everyday life. Within these dual pathways, societal institutions and the banal 
moments of the daily routine, power enables and creates situations of control while 
simultaneously empowering those who want to contest that control. 
 For as long as there have been social researchers, we have studied the nature of power, 
often by examining the origin, development, and maintenance of social inequality (e.g., Bakunin 
1973, 1974; Durkheim 2014; Foucault 1982; Gramsci 1971; Marx 1990). During the past few 
decades, much of the study of social inequality has taken place by researchers examining 
complex societies. This paradigm arose through the work of Kent Flannery (1972) who defined 
complexity as being measured by the degree of internal differentiation, specialization, 
intensification, and centralization within a social group. Increases in social inequality and 
hierarchy, often emergent trends, are the defining characteristics of complex societies (Adams 
1966; Johnson 1982; Kohler 2012; McGuire 1983; Nelson 1995). 
 However, as noted by González-Ruibal (2014:16), far less research in archaeology has 
been devoted to understanding how people resisted power and attempted to create equality or 
reduce inequality (although see Angelbeck and Grier 2012; Arakawa 2012; Borck 2012, 2016; 
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Gavrilets et al. 2008; McGuire and Saitta 1996; Osborne 2007). In effect, researchers interested 
in complexity studies examine social and political change in only one direction at the expense of 
instances of resistance to hierarchical organizations and institutions that generate inequality. 
Recent, non-evolutionary and non-directional definitions of complexity have emerged (Chapman 
2003; Crumley 1995; Nelson 1995; Yoffee 2005), but much of the archaeological research on 
complexity still seeks to understand changes in one direction, that of horizontally organized to 
vertically organized or from bands to middle range societies to states. When research does look 
at changes moving away from increasing hierarchy, it is often framed in a negative narrative of 
collapse (e.g., Yoffee and Cowgill 2003). 
 Many other researchers have long been interested in how and why groups resist hierarchy 
and other forms of social differentiation, though (e.g., Bookchin 1982; Clastres 2010; Graeber 
2004; Kropotkin 1898). In archaeology, especially through the paradigm shifts in the 1980s and 
1990s, research into resisting domination and unequal power structures was encapsulated within 
the multivalent matrix of resistance studies (David and Kramer 2001; Ferguson 1991; Hodder 
1991; Miller et al. 1989; Parker Pearson 1982; Welbourn 1984). Much of the resulting research 
had roots in Gramsci’s (1971) ideas on how subordinate groups resist a dominant group’s 
ideology, in Marx’s understandings of power struggles (1967), and within Nietzsche’s (1998), 
and then Foucault’s, “genealogies” (1978, 1995). 
 Resistance studies in anthropology have sustained substantial criticism (Ortner 1995; 
Scarry 2001; Sakamoto 1996), including that a heterogeneous theoretical framework forged 
within a colonial paradigm should not be used on historical periods that lack a 
colonizer/colonized dynamic. However, Sahlins (2002:52; see also Brown 1991) argues that 
resistance, and cultural subversion, is intrinsic to intercultural relations since these relations 
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involve a change in cultural context of “external forms and forces.” This change alters the values 
placed on familiar categories and relations. In this context, resistance theories emerge as 
important bridges for understanding cultural contact and power relations in all times, not just 
during the period of Western imperialism (see Borck and Mills 2016; González-Ruibal 2014). 
 González-Ruibal (2014:16) recently noted that anthropologists and archaeologists 
interested in power inequalities have abandoned the concept of resistance and substituted it with 
other less politically charged terms like discrepancy and creativity (see Hingley 2005; Mattingly 
1997, 2013; Van Dommelen 1997, 2006). As Gosden (2004:25) states “a stress on creativity 
takes us away from notions such as fatal impact, domination and resistance or core and 
periphery, emphasizing that colonial cultures were created by all who participated in them, so 
that all had agency and social effect, with colonizer and colonized alike being radically changed 
by the experience.” 
 While this view of the colonial encounter, and any contact situation in which dramatic 
differences in power existed has its merits, González-Ruibal has argued that rejecting the 
language of resistance is not politically innocent and unwittingly endorses colonial and 
neoliberal, multicultural ideologies that conceal real asymmetrical social power relationships 
(González-Ruibal 2012). We would add that rejecting the resistance narrative also serves to 
impede our understanding as archaeologists of the ways in which native communities persist in 
the face of overwhelming odds (e.g., Wilcox 2009). Indigenous archaeology and a focus on 
survivance, or “renunciations of dominance, tragedy and victimry” (Vizenor 1999:vii) imbue the 
subjects under the archaeologist’s gaze with demonstrable ingenuity in adapting to unequal 
power structures and with agency for implementing short-and long-term acts of consent and 
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dissent that actively modify and create their religious and political worlds. We can, in fact, look 
at transitions away from hierarchy as purposeful and not undirected “collapses.” 
 Social movement theory offers one way to accommodate both of these approaches–that 
contact worlds are creatively created by all involved and that structural power inequalities should 
not be glossed over. It is a multivocal arena of research that is often embedded within the larger 
field of contentious politics. 
 Beginning in the 1990s, Sidney Tarrow (1998), Doug McAdam (1999), and Charles Tilly 
(1986, 1995) began to develop the framework of contentious politics by integrating dissent-based 
research traditions, specifically those focused on strikes, social movements, and revolutions. At 
their core, contentious politics are disruptive practices geared toward creating sociopolitical 
change. Social movement theory, which we employ here to explore the meaning behind the 
spread of Salado ideology, crosses most fields of the social sciences and investigates why and 
how groups mobilize to enact social, especially religious and/or political, change. 
 This cross-disciplinary theory, which is really a set of theories, can be a meaningful way 
to interpret and understand change in the past through a social, and more importantly, human 
perspective. Social movements began to be investigated in the 1890s by the French psychologist 
Le Bron (1896). He argued that collective actions were unconventional, and irrational, behaviors 
(Le Bron 1913). This classic paradigm, which has various sub-varieties but is generally called 
the breakdown paradigm, primarily focused on breaking points in society and regarded collective 
actions as irrational responses. This is the collective behavior approach (Smelser 1965). 
 By the 1960s, and the associated, worldwide social movements associated with that 
decade that were rational and goal oriented, it was clear the collective behavior model was not 
sufficient. Scholars began to apply structural and rational approaches to the study of social 
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movements (e.g., Chong 2014; Lichbach 1995; Olson 1971). Many researchers focused on how 
movements mobilized resources (e.g., Edwards and McCarthy 2004; McCarthy and Zald 1977) 
while others examined whether certain political contexts enabled or hindered social movements 
(Eisinger 1973; Goodwin and Jasper 1999; McAdam 1999; McAdam et al. 2001; Meyer 2004; 
Meyer and Minkoff 2004; Tarrow 1998). 
 Contemporary with these structural approaches cultural sociologists and social 
psychologists advocated a social-constructivist approach that focused on the cognitive and 
ideational origins of contention (Van Stekelenburg and Klandermans 2009:18). This perspective 
is organized around concepts such as framing (Benford and Snow 2000; Snow and Benford 
1988) which try to understand how social movement participants attempt to make their message 
relevant to non-members. Basically, the social movement’s message is framed within an 
audience’s worldview so that the movement can continue to spread and be effective. 
 The 1990’s saw another perspective arise in the study of social movements. Called New 
Social Movement Theory, this approach argues that modern movements are categorically 
different from all that have come before them. Researchers in this perspective argue that prior 
social movements were built around economic and class conflicts, but many modern movements 
are engaged in political and social conflict (Touraine 1988). Their primary argument is that 
movement motivation is, or at least can be, ideational instead of economic (and this is very much 
in line with the Weberian critique). Much of the research in this approach focuses on the 
construction of identity (Buechler 1995; Habermas 1981; Melucci 1989). Melucci (1996:69) is 
possibly the most explicit researcher in this perspective and has argued that collective identity 
“bridge[s] the gap between behavior and meaning, between “objective” conditions and 
“subjective” motives and orientation, between “structure” and “agency.” 
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 This is an admittedly simplified version of the various strains of social movement 
research. Most theoretical approaches borrow heavily from each other. In fact, social movement 
researchers are beginning to argue for a synergetic approach that integrates multiple perspectives 
(Van Stekelenburg and Klandermans 2009:29). Orin Starn (1992:93) advocates for just such an 
inclusive approach when he argues that investigating social movements from a constructionist 
perspective does not necessitate discarding earlier theoretical concerns with the origins and 
causes of movements, or the “quite elemental matters of scarcity and survival that drive people to 
act.” While many of the previous theoretical approaches have begun to be mobilized by a few 
archaeologists, most implicitly follow the call for synergy and borrow from multiple paradigms 
(e.g., Borck 2016; Liebmann 2012; Wallace 2014a). For example, Peeples (2011) recently 
examined social change in the Cibola region of the Greater Southwest by integrating structural 
and new social movement perspectives to examine how social change was related to collective 
identities. 
 Within archaeology, contentious politics, and thus social movement theory, is a relatively 
nascent field. Yet, the Greater Southwest appears to be one of the centers for using contentious 
politics to refine our understanding of the archaeological record. In this region, researchers have 
examined how social movements were used to contest colonial practices (Liebmann 2012), how 
social movements were organized to contest lopsided religious and political power structures and 
horizontally reorganize society (Borck 2016; Fowles 2010a; see also Adams 1991; Arakawa 
2012; McGuire and Saitta 1996), how social movements were used to reinvigorate society 
(Russell et al. 2011; Wallace 2014a), and how collective identities and collective actions inform 
each other (Peeples 2011). 
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 As with many multivalent concepts, though, there are about as many definitions of social 
movements as there are researchers interested in them. Some general themes can be identified. 
Social movements comprise multiple people who want to change oppressive social values and 
institutions (Smith 2005:5; Touraine 1988:68). These people are usually connected in a dense 
and informal network (della Porta and Diani 2006:20) and the movement is historically 
contextualized. French social theorist Alain Touraine notes that “[a] social movement is the 
action, both culturally oriented and socially conflictual, of a social class defined by its position of 
domination or dependency in the mode of appropriation of historicity, of the cultural models of 
investment, knowledge, and morality, toward which the social movement is itself oriented" 
(1988:68). 
 While relatively new, archaeological research on social movements in history and deep 
history has already become mired in some avoidable bogs. The most glaring is the overuse of 
revitalization movement theory (Wallace 1956, 2004) by archaeologists to explain most social 
movements (see Borck in prep.). In addition to Wallace’s overtly functionalist and biological 
approach, revitalization movement theory can be critiqued as: 1) overly binary (us versus them); 
2) only applicable to cases in which locals resist newcomers, frequently, but not necessarily, 
colonial powers; 3) is overly limited because it requires hierarchical organization led by 
individuals or small groups and hence cannot accommodate decentralized massive organizational 
varieties of social movements, many of which are defined by their active resistance to hierarchy 
(e.g., Clastres 2007; Zibechi 2010; see Borck 2016 for an example in the Greater Southwest); 
and 4) is explicitly used as a contemporary tool of neo-colonialists, specifically contemporary 
religious missionaries, to replace indigenous cultural values with Christian ones (for example the 
Nehemiah Model, Tollefson 1987). Finally, while multiple subvarieties of revitalization 
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movements exist, including ones that look to the future and the present to revitalize society, 
archaeologists have almost exclusively focused on the revivalistic type that uses the past to 
revitalize society. Looking in the past to find ideas for creating a better world is hardly limited to 
revitalization movements. While archaeologists have effectively applied revitalization movement 
theory to their work (e.g., Liebmann 2012; Russell et al. 2011; Wallace 2014a), in this article we 
avoid the potential limitations of this theory by focusing instead on the more encompassing and 
more nuanced social movement theory. 
 For instance, when looking at environmental downturns, those employing social 
movement theory would not merely ask did this downturn cause a particular societal change, but 
rather, why the cause emerged and developed into its particular form15 when many other options 
were possible. Modern social movement theorists recognize that people frequently make choices 
to create social change and that not all social change is the product of emergent trends, or 
unconsciously created collective behavior. Social movement theory is one avenue toward 
understanding those choices and reintroducing our ancestors into their own social history. To 
demonstrate this, we will apply social movement theory to an instance of social change in the 
Hohokam region during the late pre-colonial period. However, first we will contextualize the 
social change that we will discuss. 

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE HOHOKAM REGION A. D. 475 – 1450 AND THE EMERGENCE 
OF SALADO 

 While archaeological research in the Hohokam region was limited until the start of the 
boom in cultural resource management in the 1970s (e.g., Brown and Stone 1982; Doyel 1974; 

                                                 
15 This interest in the why of social movements is a hallmark of the social constructivist approach 
that arose in the European social sciences (Klandermans et al. 1988). 
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Rice et al. 1979; Teague and Crown 1984), the first professional archaeological excavation in the 
U.S. Southwest took place here. The famous Hemenway Expedition led by Frank Hamilton 
Cushing and Frederick Webb Hodge excavated the late pre-contact site of Los Muertos in the 
Phoenix Basin (Baxter 1888), which became the subject of Emil Haury’s (1945) dissertation. A 
number of excavations in the region ensued at large sites such as Casa Grande and Pueblo 
Grande (Fewkes 1892, 1908; Gladwin 1928; Mindeleff 1896; Schmidt 1928). Additional work 
mapping the extensive canal systems along the Salt and Gila rivers followed (e.g., Cummings 
1926; Judd 1930, 1931; Turney 1929). Around this time, researchers at the private Gila Pueblo 
Foundation extensively expanded archaeological understanding of this region through several 
large-scale projects. These included a regional survey of red-on-buff pottery distribution that 
defined the Hohokam archaeological culture (Gladwin and Gladwin 1933) and the first real 
understanding of its vast expanse (e.g., Haury 1932, 1937). Several decades later, a massive 
surge in Hohokam and pre-Hohokam archaeological sites were excavated through mitigation 
projects. These projects established an indigenous cultural continuum from the Archaic, into 
periods that were identifiably Hohokam, and then, shortly thereafter, those associated with the 
Salado (Clark and Lyons 2012; Gregory 2001; Mabry 1998; Wallace 2014b; Wallace et al. 1995; 
Wallace and Lindeman 2003, 2012). 
 Thanks to much of this work, archaeologists know that canal agriculture existed for more 
than a millennium prior to the generally accepted start of the Hohokam sequence in the Santa 
Cruz, Middle Gila, and Safford basins (Wallace 2014a). A long-term process of village 
settlement, first by lineages with the later addition of other corporate groups, and the eventual 
construction of a central plaza, initiated the period that archaeologists refer to as Hohokam (see 
Wallace and Lindeman 2003, 2012). As Wallace (2014a:435) notes, “it is the inception of 
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maintained aggregation and ritual permanence at about A.D. 500 that saw the development of 
new social institutions and ceremonial systems, which established this new identity.” At the start 
of this period, the mobile, or semi-mobile, farmers and foragers aggregated into the first villages 
in the Tucson and Phoenix basins (Wallace 2014a:435). 
 This aggregation marks the beginning of the Tortolita and Vahki phases in the two 
respective areas. Wallace and Lindeman (2003, 2012) argue that the construction of large-scale 
irrigation systems in the Phoenix area stimulated this aggregation and that a cascade of irrigation 
system expansions likely followed in regions in southern and central Arizona. Near-plaza 
excavations indicate that houses of leaders and those of the members of their lineage were 
located around plazas into the early A.D. 900s (Wallace and Lindeman 2012). This form of 
leadership in which more powerful descent groups, living in larger houses than their neighbors 
and having preferential placement near plazas, seems to be characteristic of villages in both the 
Phoenix and Tucson Basins (Wallace 2014a:438). Tucson and Phoenix area settlements 
increased in size through the eighth century and the larger villages were still centered around 
plazas with no other public architecture (Wallace 2014a:436–438) and little evidence of multi-
community leadership (Wallace 2008) during a period in which the religious system was highly 
participatory and open (Wright 2014). 
 The A.D. 800s gave rise to a number of likely interrelated cultural developments. First, 
raised embankment ballcourts began to be built throughout the Hohokam world (Wilcox 1991). 
Concurrently, a new style of decorative red-on-buff/brown ceramics was made contemporaneous 
with the ballcourts (Crown 1991:402; McGuire 1991:367; Wallace 2014a:434–456). This period 
was one of cultural fluorescence that included public, participatory ceremonies; regional scale 
interactions; elaborate mortuary rituals; and a major change in artistic style (Wallace et al. 1995). 
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 Wallace and colleagues (1995), Wilcox (1991), and Doyel (1994) all proposed that the 
blossoming of ceremonial and artistic activity, which all appear to be culturally connected, was 
produced by the initiation and expansion of a new religion. Wallace (2014a:474) recently 
revisited these arguments and convincingly demonstrated that this period’s explosive cultural 
change resulted from 

an internal revitalization movement that responded to the effects of decades of 
environmental and social stress. Not only does such a movement account for the 
dispersal of the traits in question, it also explains the development of some of the 
mechanisms for their dispersal. The term Hohokam Revitalization Movement is 
used here to describe the initial movement, and the ideological system that resulted 
from that movement is referred to as the Ballcourt Society. The Ballcourt Society, 
as discussed here, refers to what became an integrated religious, political, social, 
and economic system that defined what is seen archaeologically as the Hohokam. 
 
These ballcourts are the most dramatic evidence of Henry Wallace’s Hohokam 

Revitalization Movement (sensu Wallace 1956, 2004). Their resultant, bureaucratized 
form, the Ballcourt Society, are generally adjacent to village plazas (Wallace 2014a:460). 
Feasting also seems to be a prominent component of this religious movement. Roasting 
pits of various sizes are frequently found near ballcourts. The size and locations of these 
roasting pits indicate that they were communally used. This cooperative form of food 
preparation implies that either the community contributed to the feast or there was a 
corporate group sponsor (Craig and Walsh-Anduze 2001; Czaplicki and Ravesloot 1989; 
Ferg 1984). As Wallace (2014a:460) noted in his in-depth treatment, this communal 
aspect implies prior planning and cooperative harvesting. The Ballcourt Society 
flourished through most of the Hohokam Pre-Classic (A.D. 600–1100/1200). 
Interestingly, based on the open, participatory nature of the ritual landscape, the 
decentralized characteristics of the communities, and the lack of accumulated elite goods, 
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there appears to be little to no religious or political hierarchy throughout the Hohokam 
region during this period (Crown 1991:400–401; Wallace 2014a:468).16 
 By the twelfth century, populations began to disperse across the landscape and 
coalesce into larger communities than in previous generations. These movements 
sometimes were into established villages such as Pueblo Grande (Mitchell 1994) and Las 
Colinas (Gregory 1988), but in many cases long-lived villages such as Snaketown were 
depopulated (Haury 1976). New communities were also established during this period, 
including Marana (Fish et al. 1992) and Tres Pueblos (Hackbarth et al. 1995). 
Aggregation rates accelerated through the A.D. 1200s and the population growth of 
existing communities seems to have leveled off at approximately the same time that 
residential compounds, or walled enclosures with plazas, habitation, and storage 
structures, appeared (Craig 1995; Fish and Fish 1993; Mitchell 1994). 
 The switch from compounds with free-standing rooms to those with contiguous 
rooms demonstrate that aggregation accelerated during the A.D. 1300s (Craig 1995). 
Henderson and Hackbarth (2000:298) suggest that the accommodation of newly arriving 
peoples after A.D. 1320 involved construction by accretion onto existing compounds, 
although in areas such as the San Pedro river valley, migrants formed new settlements 
(Clark and Lyons 2012). By the late Classic period, residential compounds were 
becoming larger, but fewer were inhabited across the landscape. Immigration and 
aggregation continued throughout the Hohokam and surrounding regions, but these 

                                                 
16 Following close to two centuries of anarchist research and theorists (Angelbeck and Grier 
2012; Bakunin 1973; Bookchin 1982; Borck 2016; Borck and Sanger in prep.; Clastres 2007; 
Flexner 2014; Graeber 2009, 2004; Kropotkin 1926, 1898; Scott 2012, 1998; Zibechi 2010), we 
highlight that horizontally organized societies have power as well as do hierarchical societies. 
Power in human society can be, and often is, uncoupled from hierarchy and inequality. 
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demographic processes were linked with a decline in regional populations (Hill et al. 
2004, 2012; Van Gerven and Sheridan 1994). 
 These demographic and architectural shifts are associated with the growth of 
social hierarchy throughout much of the Hohokam world (Blanton et al. 1996; Feinman 
1995; Pailes 2014). Specifically, the rise of the platform mounds and their associated 
ideology is linked with this trend toward social differentiation (Bayman 1996; Elson 
1998). 
 Between A.D. 1250 ̶ 1350, the construction of mounds, and presumably the 
religious practices associated with these mounds, spread throughout much of the 
Hohokam world (Doelle et al. 1995; Elson 1998, 2008; Gregory 1987). Many of the 
earlier mounds in the Phoenix Basin (Elson 1998) and the Gila Bend area (Doelle et al. 
1995) were small, but by about A.D. 1200 Hohokam groups in this region started to build 
large mounds that included massive retaining walls. There is little contention amongst 
archaeologists as to whether the Hohokam used the mounds for ritual purposes (Elson 
2008:6). 

For the purpose of this article, we will refer to the ideological system that initiated 
and utilized these architectural and ritual practices as the Platform Mound Society. These 
residential settlements with platform mounds likely represented the domain of an elite 
descent group (Elson 1998:101,106). These elites seem to have emerged as the religious 
knowledge necessary to perform the rituals associated with the Platform Mound Society 
was closely guarded. Thus, in the transition from the Ballcourt Society to the Platform 
Mound Society, the non-elites were slowly disconnected and disempowered from their 
religious, and thus their political, lives. 
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 This transition from the Ballcourt Society’s decentralized religious practice in 
which knowledge is accessible to all, or at least not controlled by a religious elite, to the 
hierarchically organized Platform Mound Society is reflected in the rock art record in the 
Phoenix Basin as well. Aaron Wright (2014) discusses a transition from curvilinear and 
abstract imagery to increasingly lifelike designs through time that generally mirrors 
contemporaneous ceramic stylistic evolution. He notes that this cross-media stylistic 
consensus is unsurprising when these two media are understood as symbols of a 
pervasive (and changing) religious complex—one that remains participatory for much of 
the population. Yet, in spite of this long history of the ability for many to actively 
participate in their own religious lives through artistic performances, the rock art record 
falls silent at the start of the Classic period. 
 Wright eloquently draws a connection between the end of rock art production 
during the Classic period as a form of ritual (i.e., religious practice) and the replacement 
of the Ballcourt Society by the Platform Mound Society. Wright argues that the cessation 
of rock art production resulted from restrictions on who had access to religious 
knowledge within Hohokam communities. Village leaders, who controlled mound rituals, 
positioned themselves as gatekeepers between the rest of the community and the cosmos. 
Thus, these new religious and political elites leveraged their control of ritual knowledge 
to establish a hitherto unknown level of inequality and hierarchy within the Hohokam 
world by usurping previous participatory ritual system. 
 As the hierarchical Platform Mound Society began to spread out from the Phoenix 
Basin during the mid A.D. 1200s and early A.D. 1300s, Ancestral Pueblo migrants began 
to arrive in the Hohokam region, possibly by following early trade routes (Doyel 
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1991:234–238). The inward focus of the Kayenta in their homeland eventually became a 
devastating hindrance to their continued occupation in northeastern Arizona during the 
large-scale and extended drought of the late A.D. 1200s (Borck et al. 2015) and many 
Kayenta, and other Ancestral Pueblo groups on the Colorado Plateau, began to move in 
large numbers to the southern and eastern portions of the U.S. Southwest. This migration 
set off a demographic cascade that affected much of the region. 
 For example, Kayenta/Tusayan immigrants formed the nucleus of what would 
become a rapidly expanding ideology built around feasting, fertility, and community, and 
regional, integration (Clark 2001; Clark and Lyons 2012; Lyons and Lindsay 2006; Mills, 
Clark, et al. 2013; Mills et al. 2015) that Patricia Crown (1994) named the Southwest 
Regional Cult. This religious movement is the ideological substance that gives meaning, 
now and in the past, to the vast area and diverse suite of material culture linked primarily 
by religiously charged polychrome pottery that archaeologists attribute to the Salado 
Phenomenon (Crown 1994; Nelson and LeBlanc 1986). 
 As an archaeological concept Salado has been debated for decades, both in terms 
of its origin, and it’s ideological, cultural and organizational implications (Crown 1994; 
Dean 2000; Di Peso 1958; Doyel and Haury 1976; Gladwin and Gladwin 1935; Haury 
1945; Nelson and LeBlanc 1986). While early research focused on understanding the 
Salado material culture as a product of a separate, non-Hohokam migration, more recent 
research indicates that much of what is now called the Salado Phenomenon spread from 
the southern homes of Kayenta/Tusayan migrants to those of their local neighbors (Clark 
2001; Clark and Lyons 2012; Crown 1994; Lyons 2014; McGuire 2012; Mills, Clark, et 
al. 2013; Mills, Roberts, et al. 2013; Mills et al. 2015). 
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 A further refinement of this process highlights the complexity of institutions that 
develop in culture contact situations. These indicate that the Salado Phenomenon, while 
originating in the historical northern practices of the Kayenta/Tusayan migrants, was an 
emergent religious movement that resulted from the culture contact between the migrants 
and the locals (e.g., Borck and Mills 2016; Mills et al. 2015). Throughout this article, we 
will incorporate a multivocal approach to both transmission and the creation of the 
Salado ideological system that emphasizes that northern migrants, Hohokam locals, and 
later descendants of both, were all integral to the creation and later modification of the 
Salado ideology. 
 In many areas, the migrants’ initial arrival created a social environment that was 
fraught with competition and possibly violence. This appears to have happened in the 
lower San Pedro Valley. There locals aggregated into walled villages and constructed 
platform mounds soon after the migrants arrived and created separate settlements 
(Wallace and Doelle 2001). Violence between locals and migrants also happened in the 
Point of Pines region, where a migrant enclave of at least 20 rooms was burned in the 
A.D. 1280s (Haury 1958, 1989). Even though the level of interfusion17 between Pueblo 
migrants and locals varied across space, the signature ceramic styles expressed on Salado 
Polychrome vessels are largely consistent in design and construction throughout the area 
(Crown 1994; Lyons 2003; Lyons et al. 2008; Lyons and Lindsay 2006). This is likely 
because the manufacture of the ceramics was socially regulated (Crown 1994, 1995) and 

                                                 
17 We are using interfusion–instead of the term hybridization that often occurs in Salado 
literature–to avoid confusion with the very specific meaning that has come to be attached to the 
term hybridity by post-colonial researchers such as Homi Bhabha (1994, 1995; see also Silliman 
2015). 
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played a prominent role in feasting events inspired by ancestral Pueblo traditions (Lyons 
et al. 2011:896,910). Crown concluded that since Salado Polychromes were produced 
locally within many of the valleys and basins that they are found and since they have a 
widespread similarity in stylistic content relating to fertility (e.g., clouds and horned 
serpents), then the distribution of Salado ceramics actually demonstrates that ideas, and 
not pots, were circulating widely. Crown determined that this material culture must 
represent the spread of a religious ideology. McGuire (2012) recently added to Crown’s 
argument by noting that Salado may be the result of a conjoined political and religious 
process since feasting and the production of these symbolically charged ceramics were 
important political venues. 
 Salado ideology incorporated new ceramic consumptive18 practices that include 
decentralized polychrome ceramic production and large-scale feasting with these 
polychrome vessels (Crown 1994; Lyons et al. 2011; Mills 2007, 2016). Researchers 
have proposed that this ideology was inclusive in order to ease inter-group tensions 
among migrants and locals based on these practices and the extent to which Salado 
material culture spread across the Greater Southwest (Crown 1994; Clark and Lyons 
2012). Many researchers have also noted that Salado ideology may have been a way for 
northern migrants to maintain a shared identity in diaspora and to facilitate their 
acceptance into larger, established local communities (Clark et al. 2012, 2013; Clark and 
Lyons 2012; Lyons et al. 2008, 2011; Lyons and Lindsay 2006; Mills 2011, 2016). 

                                                 
18 In this article, we treat consumption as a continuum that incorporates production, use, discard, 
and even the eventual re-integration into the human experience through archaeological recovery. 
See Borck and Mills (2016) for an expanded treatment of consumption as a continuum. 
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 Mortuary practices changed in most areas that were incorporated into the Salado 
feasting tradition, but only in that both southern style cremations and northern style 
inhumation mortuary practices began to co-occur within residential communities (Crown 
1994; Franklin 1980; Gerald 1975; Haury 1945; Nelson and LeBlanc 1986). This begs an 
interesting research question in terms of what aspects of a group’s cosmology were 
impacted by Salado. Salado ideology does not seem to be associated with a specific 
mortuary program. This might have to do with Salado’s seeming focus on fertility instead 
of death. 
 One of the interesting things that these burial patterns do demonstrate, though, is 
the inclusive nature of the Salado ideology. This integrative aspect created a complex 
social landscape by the late Classic period (A.D. 1300/1350 ̶ 1450). Settlement clusters 
within the area of Salado influence became increasingly aggregated and centralized, and 
after years of Salado influence, many settlements displayed an intricate range of northern 
Pueblo and local Hohokam attributes (Clark and Lyons 2012). 
 To understand how these settlements came to have such an intricate array of 
interfused northern and southern Southwestern material culture, we need to understand 
how people transmitted Salado material culture and its embedded ideology across the 
severe Southwestern landscape. We need to recognize how people reacted to this 
ideology, in terms of acceptance and refusal, and, just as importantly, why they reacted 
this way. To do this, we will use social movement theory to understand the why later in 
the article, but to understand the how, we need to examine the means by which the people 
moved the ideologically imbued Salado material culture across both the environmental 
and social landscapes.  
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EXAMINING THE SPREAD OF IDEAS 
 People continually choose which ideological expressions they want to display. 
When compared through time, changing patterns of material culture, particularly 
changing patterns of material culture that displays ideological messages, represent 
changing patterns of choices (Borck and Mills 2016). These changing patterns of choices 
drive the spread of ideas. Thus, changing patterns of ideologically charged material 
culture can signify the spread of ideas. 
 There are many ways to analyze the spread or diffusion of ideas19. Archaeological 
approaches can be broken down into two broad paradigms—social and spatial. The social 
paradigm is based on investigating apprenticeship patterns and learning frameworks, 
whether they are kin-based or reflect other types of organization (e.g., Cronin 1962; 
Deetz 1965; Longacre 1970). Archaeologists working in the spatial paradigm have 
focused on distributions of material culture, population size and distribution (through 
settlement patterns), and environmental/topographic constraints that would influence 
these distributions. Examples include the often economic, spatial spread of technology 
and style (e.g., Byrd et al. 2015; Hodder 1980; Renfrew 1975) and neo-evolutionary 
approaches to diffusion (i.e., Stark et al. 2008). The evolutionary approach has well-worn 
critiques, including being environmentally deterministic and treating culture and the 
socially constructed world as epiphenomena. Yet, regardless of these critiques, there is 
still a need to understand the role of diffusion in deep history. While there has been much 

                                                 
19 In many ways, the diffusion of ideas is all encompassing diffusion of ideas is all encompassing 
and includes emulation, exchange, and migration. However, Crown’s foundational research 
(Crown 1994) on Salado has demonstrated that, for the most part, Salado ceramics were not 
being traded and the increasing spread of Salado on the landscape through time was a product of 
Salado ideology being transmitted from individuals in one community to another.  
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work done in the social paradigm in archaeology, particularly through ethnoarchaeology 
(Harry and Roth 2016), most research on the spread of technology has been within the 
spatial paradigm. 
 Sociological literature offers two interconnected approaches toward the spread of 
technology and ideas—diffusion of innovations and social contagion theory (Burt 1987; 
Golub and Jackson 2012; Marsden 1998; Qi 2013; Rogers 2003; Ugander et al. 2012; 
Valente 1996a, 1996b). For this article, we will refer to these two approaches as the 
social diffusion approach. While researchers interested in diffusion of innovations and 
social contagion have critiqued each other’s approaches, one of many issues they agree 
on is that at its most basic, the transmission of technology, except in rare cases, also 
entails the transmission of ideas. They focus on the movement of ideas through social 
relationships with less analytical attention paid to geographic space. Within this 
framework, it is the form of a network (i.e., network topology) that determines how 
technology, and thus ideas, spread (e.g., Burt 1987; Golub and Jackson 2012; Marsden 
and Friedkin 1994; Rogers 2003; Valente 2005). So far, archaeologists have had limited 
interest in the social diffusion approach, although this is changing (for example Borck 
and Mills 2016; Mills and Peeples 2016). In part, this limited interest is because the 
social diffusion approach was developed outside the discipline, within sociology, and in 
part because of the importance of the spatial dimension in archaeological investigations. 
However, the social diffusion approach can be useful to archaeologists. 
 The social diffusion approach started in the 1930s and 1940s when sociologists 
wanted to understand the variable adoption of new agricultural technology by farmers 
(e.g., Ryan and Gross 1943). Based on cumulative adoption taking a logistic, or S-shaped 
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curve, they argued that interpersonal relationships are fundamental to understanding 
diffusion. Depending on their position in the curve, adopters are split into early adopters, 
early majority, later majority, and laggards. 
 Years later, Rogers (2003) influentially elaborated upon their research. He 
showed that knowledge alone would not convince people to adopt; they also needed 
someone they knew, often someone with high prestige, to have adopted. Importantly, 
cultural ontologies will also predispose certain adoptions of foreign technology and ideas 
(Howey 2016). 
 Ideas diffuse through social networks by two mechanisms. The first is through 
direct interaction. As an example, the nodes labeled “1” in Figure 2 will be the first to 
adopt a new practice or idea from the source node since they directly interact with the 
source. The second way that ideas spread through networks is by structural equivalence. 

Figure 2. Viewed horizontally and spatially in context, a network’s topology is intersected by the 
topographic features within which the social network resides (Modified from Borck and Mills 2016: 
Figure 4). 
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In Figure 2, both of the nodes labeled “3” would be likely to adopt a new practice or 
accept a new idea because of their similar relationship with the “broker” of that idea 
(labeled “2”). In this case, the actors’ adoption of the idea is not based on their 
relationship with each other, but through an intermediary (for a detailed discussion of 
intermediary positions or brokers see Mills and Peeples 2016; Peeples and Haas 2013). 
 In 1973, Everett Rogers noted that the perceived advantage or disadvantage of 
novel ideas and technology also affects whether, and how, they spread. He posited that 
these variable reactions to innovation create temporal variation with respect to the 
adoption of innovation by different groups. He calls this disparity the Knowledge-
Attitude-Practice (KAP) Gap. The KAP gap is essentially defined as the time it takes for 
an individual/group to Practice the innovation after acquiring Knowledge of its existence. 
This gap is determined by the Attitude of the individual/group toward the innovation. In 
many ways, KAP derived from social theory that was in use since the 1940s. For 
example, Hyman and Sheatsley (1947; see also Tichenor et al. 1970) demonstrated that 
socio-economic classes unevenly practice new ideas based on attitude (see also Borck 
and Mills 2016; Mills and Peeples 2016). 
 The KAP gap is limited by its emphasis on social relationships and time at the 
exclusion of spatial variables such as topographic obstacles. Yet, understanding how 
environment and space influence the transmission of ideas is key to understanding social 
and technological diffusion (Barash 2011:15). 

Our revised version of KAP (see Borck and Mills 2016 for an overview) accounts 
for diffusion lag and termination based on social attitudes as well as spatial restrictions. 
Integrated social and spatial analyses such as this are called geosocial analyses. 
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Knowledge of an innovation is followed by an attitude toward that innovation (either 
negative, neutral, or positive), and then adoption (or rejection) of the innovation. The 
temporal distance between knowledge and adoption is the gap. The rate at which 
knowledge leads to adoption is modified by social relationships and terrain-adjusted 
spatial distance. This combined relational approach (network topology) and spatial 
approach (regional topography) creates a more holistic avenue to investigating the spread 
of ideas. Used diachronically, it can show how people react to ideas, especially by 
drawing out instances, or regions, of resistance. 
 Therefore, intuitively, knowing about something new is not enough to convince 
someone to use it. Attitudes, often affected by cultural ontologies, also play a role. The 
KAP gap is important for examining how attitude influences the diffusion process. While 
it’s focus is on the uptake of innovations, the KAP gap can be insurmountable because of 
strongly negative attitudes toward the innovation (Rogers 2003:165). 
 A substantial portion of resistance research has focused on how material objects 
capture the attitudes of one group toward another as well as identifying the material 
correlates of resistance (sensu Ferguson 1991; González-Ruibal 2014; Kelley 1992; 
Schurr 2010). One challenge for studying this archaeologically, or in any field where 
interviews are not possible, is differentiating lack of exposure to an idea to other 
reactions that would create an absence of that particular ideology, such as resistance. 
 The concept of conspicuous absence accomplishes this diagnostic differentiation. 
Conspicuous absence of imagery has been used to examine taboos in the pre-Hispanic 
period (Fowles 2008, 2010b). As Fowles has argued, forbidden behaviors are best 
examined when the absence of their material correlates is conspicuous. For our purposes 
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in this article, conspicuous absence is the absence or infrequency of a material correlate 
that should be in an area because of its prevalence in socially and/or spatially adjacent 
regions. 
 Conspicuous absences can reveal possible acts of resistance to the spread of 
ideologies, such as that associated with Salado (see above) and its associated material 
correlates, particularly Roosevelt Red Ware, in the late pre-Hispanic period. Conspicuous 
absence is ideal for examining resistance because, in many ways, it is the inverse of 
diffusion and cultural interfusion. In terms of the KAP gap, conspicuous absence will 
demonstrate resistance by highlighting areas with negative attitudes. Since many Salado 
sites present a complex mixture of Salado and local traits, an analysis of where this mix is 
expected, but is absent, will allow us to highlight areas of resistance to this ideology in 
the southern Southwest. 
 In this article, to determine whether the absence of a material trait is conspicuous, 
we create a model that includes both social network and spatial analytical components 
that is discussed in the next section. This model functions as a null model and can be used 
to examine whether the absence of material objects in the past is produced by resistance 
(i.e., knowledge but with a negative attitude towards the ideologically significant material 
culture) or mere lack of exposure. Temporal intervals for these components will be 
calculated using a proven method for differentiating chronology in ceramic assemblages 
(Roberts et al. 2012). 

A GEOSOCIAL APPROACH TO EXAMINING THE SPREAD OF IDEAS 
 For decades, anthropologists, sociologists, and geographers have recognized that space 
impacts the shape and content of social relationships (Baldry 1999; Gieryn 2002; Gregory and 
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Urry 1985; Simmel 1997; Soja 1985; Taylor and Spicer 2007). Studies on friendship and social 
support highlight how important space is in forming networks, particularly within cultural 
constructs such as race and class (Blau 1977; Fernandez and Harris 1992; Moody 2001; Wilson 
2012). The Chicago School was even built around the idea that “no social fact makes any sense 
abstracted from its context in social (and often geographic) space and social time. Social facts are 
located” (Abbott 1997:1152). 
 Many spatial analyses, implicitly or explicitly, are built around the First Law of 
Geography (Tobler 1970:236): "Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more 
related than distant things." There are, as with everything, exceptions to this (e.g., Simmel 1997; 
see Borck et al. 2015; Mills, Clark, et al. 2013 for recent archaeological examples), but this is a 
general trend. Deviations from the expected are what make this general correlation of great 
interest. Social network analysis has a complementary assumption, called homophily, where 
actors with similar relations may have similar attributes and behaviors (see Borck et al. 2015 for 
an archaeological overview). 
 Similarity between close actors is demonstrated by both relational (network homophily) 
and geographic distance (spatial autocorrelation) research (Adams et al. 2012:1). Since these two 
forms of nearness are conceptually complementary (Luo and MacEachren 2014:29) considering 
them together can uncover new insights into cultural processes. For this article, we use Luo and 
MacEachren’s social modification of the First Law of Geography, which follows the theoretical 
integration of social and spatial geographies proposed by Hess (2004). Specifically, 
“everything/everyone is related to everything/everyone else, but near things/persons are more 
related than distant things/persons; nearness and relationships can be considered a matter of 
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geographical and social network distance, relationship and interaction” (Luo and MacEachren 
2014:51; see also Flint et al. 2009). 
 In a recent conceptual treatment on the need to integrate social and spatial analyses, 
Borck and Mills (2016) argue that failing to incorporate both social and spatial data could lead to 
misinterpretations when examining how ideas spread. These misinterpretations arise when 
possible social or spatial barriers are not recognized (Figure 2). Their discussion elaborates on a 
call by Douglas and Kramer (1992) to integrate social and spatial analyses to better understand 
the spread of technology, movement of people, and consumption and production practices. While 
movement toward a robust integration of these two important variables has been slow, in 
archaeology there has been some recent headway (Bernardini and Peeples 2015; Borck 2016; 
Borck et al. 2015; Borck and Mills 2016; Brughmans et al. 2015; Collar et al. 2015; Coward 
2013; Hill et al. 2015; Leidwanger et al. 2014; Mills, Clark, et al. 2013; White 2013). 
  In other research arenas, joint social and spatial analysis, or geosocial analysis, is also 
shedding moss. While the geosocial rock has not yet covered much downhill distance, it is 
picking up momentum. Small, open-access geosocial programs can be found on the Internet and 
while there are no GIS or network programs that easily integrate the two concepts, people are 
working at bridging this artificial gap. Current trends driving geosocial research revolve around 
solving real world problems such as how diseases are transmitted (Emch et al. 2012; 
Giebultowicz et al. 2011) and investigating international trade (Luo et al. 2014). This integrated 
approach is not just for contemporary social research and it may be applied to archaeological 
problems as well. 
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A Diachronic Geosocial Model 
 Most earlier uses of geosocial analysis in archaeology, and in other disciplines, focus on 
either geographically situating networks and comparing them to their social distances (e.g., 
Mills, Clark, et al. 2013) and associated metrics (e.g., Borck et al. 2015) or creating spatialized 
networks based on population density (e.g., Hill et al. 2015). Our analysis builds on this previous 
work using components that integrate spatial and social variables into a dynamic, geosocial 
model. This model combines multiple rasters derived from geographic as well as network data to 
create a null model for the spread of Salado ideology. This null model generates a surface 
through time that shows when people would be expected to adopt Salado ideology if they have 
positive reactions to their knowledge of it, groups that would not know about the ideology, 
groups that have negative reactions and do not adopt, and groups that are early adopters. 
 Creating a null model built on cost-distance measures of the distribution of material items 
across a landscape and then comparing the null hypothesis to the empirical distribution, is a 
common geographic information system/science (GIS) means of investigating the transmission 
of technology/ideas (Clark et al. 2012; Hill et al. 2004; Hodder 1979, 1980; Renfrew 1975, 1977; 
Taliaferro et al. 2010). Comparisons like these highlight areas where distributions are higher or 
lower than that expected. 
 We follow methods developed by Roberts and colleagues (2012; see also Borck et al. 
2015; Mills, Clark, et al. 2013; Peeples et al. 2016; Peeples and Haas 2013) that apportion the 
decorated ceramic data for each site into 50-year intervals between A.D. 1200 ̶ 1450. This 
apportioning procedure incorporates the years that the settlements were inhabited, the date 
ranges for each ceramic type, and the estimated population for each site, which is based on room 
counts (Hill et al. 2004). The apportioning method assumes a normal consumption curve for each 
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ceramic type through time and estimates the proportion of each type that would be deposited in 
each interval in which the site was inhabited. 
 To model how Salado ideology spread across the landscape, we integrate GIS with social 
network analysis. To do this, we first calculate the regional social network, which comprises 
nodes and ties. Nodes can be individuals, groups, or any cohesive entity. In our case, nodes are 
archaeological sites that were once settlements (see Mills et al. 2015; Mills, Clark, et al. 2013; 
Mills, Roberts, et al. 2013). Ties are the connections or interactions between nodes that can vary 
in the strength and direction of their connection. These nodes and ties create a network that can 
have multiple components of densely connected nodes that have a few ties between each 
component. 
 The social network for this analysis is created by generating a matrix of similarities for 
every pair of sites for which we have ceramic data for each 50-year interval. The similarities are 
derived from the relative percentages of all of the apportioned ceramic wares. We define the 
scale of similarity among the sites with a rescaled version of the Brainerd-Robinson coefficient 
(following Borck et al. 2015; Mills et al. 2015; Mills, Clark, et al. 2013, 2013; Peeples et al. 
2016; Peeples and Roberts 2013) where the similarity (S) between sites a and b is defined as: 

=  −  ∑ | − |  
where k is all decorated ceramic wares, Pak is the percent of the ware k at site a, and Pbk is the 
percent of ware k at site b (Brainerd 1951; Robinson 1951). This measure normally ranges 
between 0 and 200. For this analysis, we divide by 200 (maximum possible similarity, 100 + 100 
%) so that the range is between 0 (no similarity) and 1 (perfect similarity). This rescaling is 
common in archaeological network analyses (Borck et al. 2015; Golitko et al. 2012; Hart and 
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Engelbrecht 2012; Mills et al. 2015; Mills, Clark, et al. 2013; Mills, Roberts, et al. 2013; Peeples 
2011; Peeples and Haas 2013). 
 We use the raw similarity scores between pairs of sites as the weight of relationship 
between sites (see Opsahl et al. 2010; Peeples and Roberts 2013). The relationships are 
undirected and we make no assumptions about the directionality of influence or interaction 
between nodes. This procedure creates a symmetric similarity matrix at each 50-year interval 
with the relational strength between each pair of sites is valued from 0 to 1. 
 In 1973, Granovetter published foundational work modeling how ideas and innovations 
spread through social interactions (Burt 1987; Golub and Jackson 2012; Marsden 1998; Qi 2013; 
Rogers 2003; Ugander et al. 2012; Valente 1996a). In this work, Granovetter showed that social 
networks provide pathways that facilitate or hinder the flow of knowledge. The more ties in a 
network, the easier it is for ideas to spread within the network. Moreover, dense networks, while 
not guaranteeing that information will spread, create cascades of adoption once a critical 
threshold of nodes have accepted the idea (Mills and Peeples 2016). While weak ties and strong 
ties differentially diffuse information (Gans 1974; Granovetter 1973; Reagans and McEvily 
2003; Ruef 2005), our analysis will not focus on the strength of the ties, but instead use the 
presence of these ties to facilitate integration with the spatial data. 
 The linchpin for integrating social network analysis and spatial analysis is that ideas flow 
more easily through a connected network. Spatially, following Tobler’s First Law of Geography, 
the spread of ideas should be inversely correlated with geographic distance. Since geographically 
and socially near things/people are more likely to receive ideas faster than socially distant or 
geographically distant things/people, these two factors can be integrated to create a model for the 
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spread of ideas through a landscape. In this case, a geosocial landscape instead of only a social or 
geographic one20. 
 One option for creating a geosocial model might be to model information flow directly 
between ties using from everywhere to everywhere networks (i.e., Howey 2011; White and 
Barber 2012). This could be accomplished by treating each cost path as a network connection 
and then analyzing the spatial cost to move between each node (archaeological settlement). 
While this would capture the cost of transmitting information through a geosocial landscape, it is 
inaccurate given that our networks do not model direct interactions. The network methodology 
for this analysis relies on similar proportions of decorated wares between archaeological sites to 
create connections (Borck et al. 2015; Mills, Clark, et al. 2013; Peeples and Haas 2013). These 
are not social networks of direct interactions, but are instead something more expansive, and in 
some ways, more meaningful. 
 As are noted above, these are networks of similarity in consumption practices (Mills 
2016; Mills et al. 2015:18; see also Östborn and Gerding 2014). Thus, the network ties used in 
this approach model communities of practice at a regional scale and represent probabilities of 
interaction. Put another way, these types of analyses are modeling similarities in how people 
perceived and interacted with their cultural and technological landscape. When the socially 
charged characteristics of decorated ceramics are acknowledged, then these networks model 
similarities in ideology, or worldview21. A geosocial cost-path network would inaccurately 
model this type of social network. 

                                                 
20 This approach has been conceptually outlined in much more detail by Borck and Mills (2016). 
21 These consumption patterns indicate similarities in worldviews that parallel Durkheim’s ideas 
on mechanical solidarity (2014) while avoiding the unilinear and implicit progressivist bias 
associated with his binary view of “traditional” and “modern” societies. 
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Instead, to capture the nature of the network, we convert the geo-referenced network by 
transforming spatially referenced network components into cost surfaces (Figure 3). This 
converts the network components into zones where information flows more easily (within 
component) and zones where information is impeded (between components). This 
transformation from network to social cost surface works because any individual connection 
within these components, which are essentially ideological groupings, are not particularly 
important for this purpose and at this scale, especially since they are essentially modeling 
likelihood of interaction rather than direct interaction. 

 Viewed in their entirety, these ideological groups create social areas on the 
landscape in which ideas will move more easily within groups that share worldviews than 
between groups with dissimilar worldviews (again, as modeled through consumption 
practices). As discussed above, ideas circulate much more easily within network 
components than between components.22 The cost of transmitting information is much 
                                                 
22 We recognize that strong ties, or ties where two nodes are highly similar, do not facilitate the 
diffusion of ideas to other network components, since groups of nodes with strong ties function 
like a closed system in which little new information enters or leaves. When weak ties, or ties 
between two nodes that are dissimilar, are present between networks then information, ideas, and 
technology disperse more rapidly (Fritsch and Kauffeld-Monz 2010; Granovetter 1973; 
Kauffeld-Monz and Fritsch 2013; Peeples and Haas 2013). However, the in-network dispersion 

Figure 3. Transformation of georeferenced, indirect social networks to geospatial cost surfaces captures 
allows us to model how information flows more easily within networks than between networks. 
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lower within a densely connected network component (Diani 2004). The in-network and 
out-network portions of the raster are given negative and positive values, respectively. 
This is the first raster of our multi-raster null model and it is calculated anew for each 
apportioned period. This raster is created by transforming the spatialized vector network 
edges into a raster using rasterize from the raster package in R. 
 The second raster creates regions of easy transmission of information based on 
population density. It is generated from the number of rooms during each 50-year period 
as calculated by the apportioning process. To do this, archaeological settlements (which 
are points) are transformed into a density raster surface using rasterize in the raster 
package in R. These values are reclassified into negative values so that sites with higher 
populations will spread information faster than through areas with lower populations. 
Regions without populations are given positive numbers to hamper transmission. This 
raster is recalculated for each 50-year interval. 
 The third raster is the spatial component. For this variable, we first transform 
elevation data into a slope surface that will act as the base for calculating travel costs 
(Burrough and McDonnell 1998). This is done using the slope option in the terrain 
function of the raster package. The second step, calculating the topographic cost to travel 
across a landscape, can be derived in any number of ways (see Howey 2007; White 2015; 
White and Surface-Evans 2012). However, these can be broken down into two general 

                                                 
of information within a strongly similar, densely connected network component is faster than 
along fewer weak ties between network components. 
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forms of anisotropic cost measurements23. The first form measures cost in time. The 
fairly well known Tobler hiking function is one example of this (Tobler 1993). 
 The second form measures cost in calories. For our analysis, we will use a caloric, 
anisotropic cost formula that uses slope, weight, and leg length to calculate how slope 
calorically impacts pedestrian travel (Herhahn and Hill 1998; Hill 2000; Hill et al. 2015). 
This cost surface is calculated on 1/3 arc second United States Geographic Survey Digital 
Elevation Models (DEM). Once downloaded, these DEMs were mosaicked into a single 
DEM. Artificially low artifacts in the elevation data (sinks) were filled using the function 
rsaga.fill.sinks in the RSAGA package in R, which works well on large datasets (Wang 
and Liu 2006). After filling, the DEMs were drained to remove modern reservoirs and 
create a landscape more similar to the topography from A.D. 1200 ̶ 1500 (Bocinsky 
2014). 
 These three rasters act as variables in a formula for the flow of material goods. 
We define this formula as: 

, , ,  

where Ft1,tn represents the expected flow of goods from origin at time 1 to maximum 

diffusion extent at time n, kt1,tn is the social cost raster at each interval, pt1,tn is the 
population raster at each interval, C is the pedestrian topographic cost vector, R is the rate 
of speed, and T is the number of years since the previous time point. The rate of speed in 
the pedestrian cost vector is calculated by averaging the rate of transmission of 
                                                 
23 There are many isotropic versions that model upslope and downslope movement the same, but 
these are problematic as upslope and downslope movement do not have similar costs (see Borck 
2012; Kantner 2012; Surface-Evans and White 2012) 
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ideologically neutral material culture (what Binford [1962] called technomic artifacts) 
through time in multiple ceramic culture groups. This averages 1.090 km/year (Bocquet-
Appel et al. 2012:Figure 5). 
 The null model’s interpolated surface can then be compared against the 
interpolated surface generated by the archaeological data to identify areas of conformity 
(acceptance) and deviation (potential resistance). This comparison will best be 
accomplished by using map algebra (Tomlin 2012) to subtract the interpolated surface 
from the modeled surface. 
 This model demonstrates resistance by highlighting areas with negative attitudes, 
or conspicuous absences of Salado Polychrome (Figure 4). It also will highlight areas of 
isolation where knowledge of Salado would not be expected. This comparison between 

Figure 4. Hypothetical illustration of diffusion of materials across a landscape. The attitude, or reaction, to the 
ideas embedded in these materials will impact the empirical distribution of the materials. As ideas diffuse 
across landscape, isolation (or lack of knowledge) becomes less of a factor through time. 
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the null and the empirical assemblage enables us to examine resistance to the spread of 
Salado in the past. 

ANALYSIS 
 As we discussed earlier, the Knowledge-Attitude-Practice framework permits us to 
investigate how ideas, encapsulated within ideological significant material culture, diffuse across 
a social and topographic, or geosocial, landscape. Briefly, settlements and groups that embraced 
the ideology before the null model would indicate they were early adopters. These groups were 
especially keen to take part. Their attitude toward their new information and ideas was positive. 
Groups that conformed to the null model also took part in the Salado religion. However, while 
their attitude toward Salado ideology is positive, that progressiveness is informed by the attitudes 
of their peers (Rogers 2003:249). 
 Groups that fail to take up the physical components of Salado ideology when the null 
model indicates they should have are considered to be resistors (Figure 4). The lack of Salado in 
an area that would otherwise be predicted to have adopted it indicates groups resisting the spread 
of Salado ideology. Finally, in this model, groups outside of the null model isopleth that do not 
have evidence of Salado Polychromes are considered isolates that may not have known about the 
religion. 
Results 
 The above methods create a time series of six maps. Each map encompasses 50 years. It 
includes an isopleth that denotes the null model for that time and an isopleth for the actual spread 
of Salado Polychrome. Each map also shows which sites in the database where inhabited during 
each temporal period. 
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 The first map is for the period from A.D. 1200 ̶ 1250. Salado Polychrome, and thus 
Salado ideology, is noticeably absent during this time. By A.D. 1250 ̶ 1300, though, Salado 
Polychromes, primarily Pinto Polychrome, had appeared in many areas in what is now central 
Arizona (Simon et al. 1998). The archaeological settlements with Salado Polychromes are sized 
based on the proportion of Salado Polychromes in the ceramic assemblage (see Figure 5). The 
isopleth for where Salado is present is based on a cut-off of 50 percent of the decorated ceramic 
assemblage. This cut off is used to filter out groups that have not heavily invested in Salado 
ideology. 
 Noticeably important regions for Salado ideology during this period include sites in the 
San Pedro, Safford, and Verde regions. These are all areas with clear evidence of 
Kayenta/Tucson migrants. This map is partially misleading during this period, though. Very 
important regions in the history of Salado include the Tonto Basin and Silver Creek. The latter 
has been argued as one of the places where Salado polychromes were first made (Mills et al. 
1999). At this time (A.D. 1250 ̶ 1300), Salado is mostly restricted to settings that incorporated 
migrants (Mills and Peeples 2016). Although ideological transmission may have been occurring, 
the archaeological data is not at a high enough resolution to pick it up. 
 This will be treated as the “origin” map and all are essentially originators and early 
adopters. For all maps after this, settlements with lower percentages of Salado Polychrome in 
their ceramic assemblage that are outside of the Salado distribution isopleth distribution are 
considered possible early adopters that should increase their use of Salado during the following 
period. Those archaeological settlements within the actual distribution that do not contain Salado 
Polychrome in their assemblage are considered resistors.
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Figure 7. Time series of distribution of Salado Polychrome ceramics and model of the hypothesized spread of Salado given primarily positive 
reactions to its ideology. 
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The third map shows the period from A.D. 1300 ̶ 1350 (Figure 5). Salado has spread to 
many of the settlements near the previous loci of Salado activity. Gila and Tonto Polychromes 
are the primary Salado ceramics during this period (Simon 1996). Sites within this distribution 
isopleth that do not have Salado Polychromes are considered to be resisters based on the process 
we outlined above. Archaeological settlements outside this distribution, such as the Santa Cruz 
region and in the west of the Chihuahuan Lowlands, but within the null model isopleth are also 
considered to be resistors. Sites in the southeast of the Chihuahuan highlands, specifically the 
Sulphur Springs and San Bernardino Valleys, are considered early adopters. 
 Salado ideology solidifies its importance at many sites during the A.D. 1350 ̶ 1400 period 
(Figure 5). Settlements throughout the Colorado Plateau are considered resistors, as are sites in 
the Papaguería. Salado continues to be resisted at many sites neighboring areas that have adopted 
it, such as in the Tucson Basin. Gila, Cliff, and Tonto Polychromes are the primary Salado 
Polychrome types during this period (Lyons 2004; Neuzil and Lyons 2006). Many of the 
regional types, such as Nine Mile, Phoenix, and Dinwiddie Polychromes (Lyons and Clark 
2012), begin to show up during the middle to end of this period and may represent a fracturing of 
the unification of the Salado message. 
 By A.D. 1400 ̶ 1450, populations throughout the region have begun to aggregate into 
larger settlements and move out of previously inhabited regions, such as in the southeast of the 
Chihuahuan Lowlands through the Sulphur Springs and San Bernardino Valleys. This has caused 
a retraction of Salado ideology into the inhabited regions and a large extension north, chiefly into 
one site in the Hopi region. During this period, the ideological landscape of the Hohokam region 
is primarily Salado, except for some sites in the Phoenix Basin and in the sites in the Papaguería.  
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 The final map of the spread of Salado across the landscape is for the period A.D. 1450 ̶ 
1500. As is noticeable, people are no longer archaeologically visible during this period in most 
of our study area. Salado itself does not seem to persist, although some of the ceramics are 
present in the northern Southwest and may have arrived when southern Salado immigrants 
moved north. It is important to note that data is not very robust for the terminal period of the 
Hohokam sequence (Bayman 2001:290). At present, there is no conclusive data as to whether 
there was population continuity in the Hohokam region or an occupation hiatus followed by a 
population replacement from southern groups. Or even population continuity with an influx of 
non-locals. Similarity in material culture and the continued use of irrigation agriculture, 
including the some of the same canals used by the Hohokam, does suggest some form of 
continuity. 
Contentious Politics in the Hohokam Region, A.D. 1200 ̶ 1500 
 As previously discussed, social movement theory, an aspect of the contentious politics 
framework, offers a theoretical approach that views social worlds as creatively constructed by all 
involved while simultaneously acknowledging that structural power inequalities exist. Resistance 
to these unequal power dynamics can contribute to dramatic instances of social change. Social 
movements comprise many individuals intent on changing oppressive social values and 
institutions (Smith 2005:5; Touraine 1988:68). These movements are invariably historically 
contextualized (Touraine 1988). As such, the historical instances in which they arise lend 
insights into the institutions that the social movements were contesting. 

From approximately A.D. 1250–1450 (Figure 5), ideologically driven consumption 
practices reveal fissures in the Hohokam region’s religious landscape. Within just a few 
generations, a range of time during which changes would have been clearly visible to or 
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remembered by adults in the population, Salado came to signify not simply an inclusive ideology 
that emerged out of contact with locals and northerners from the Colorado Plateau, but an 
interfused cultural identity spread across a vast region of the Southwest (Clark et al. 2013; Lyons 
2014; Mills and Peeples 2016). Initially, a belief that was probably cohering migrants in diaspora 
(Clark et al. 2013) became a widespread tradition adopted by thousands of people living in multi-
ethnic communities during the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. There were, however, 
many living in proximity to those who embraced this set of religious practices who did not adopt 
them. 
 Kenneth Andrews noted that the big picture of social movements is the story of ongoing 
struggle, the impact of the past on the movement’s success, and local variations in a movement’s 
success (Andrews 2004). Many of these become clear as we look at Figure 5 as a historically 
dependent time series in which each sets the stage for the next. Examining this series reveals 
three categories: resistors, adopters, and isolates. Removing the isolates, leaves us with two 
categories that make up three broad groups: 1) resistors within a hierarchical ideology; 2) 
resistors within a heterarchical ideology; and 3) early adopters. 
 In the Hohokam region, the disjuncture between those who participated in this inclusive 
and participatory ideology and those who lived within the Platform Mound Society’s world of 
power inequalities raises the interesting possibility that the successful spread of the Salado 
ideology, especially to various local groups, may have been related to the marginalization and 
disenfranchisement of these groups within the hierarchical Hohokam Platform Mound Society. If 
this is true, Salado material culture would not only represent a new catholic religious system, but 
a religious social movement with an embedded political message aimed at disrupting the elite 
control of power in the Hohokam world. 
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 That being the case, it would be expected that areas where the Hohokam Platform Society 
was entrenched, such as the Phoenix and Tucson Basins, would be most effective in resisting the 
spread of this populist social movement. And this is the case early on. Tucson Basin in 
particular, until about A.D. 1350 is effective in contesting Salado ideology.24 The sites in the 
Papaguería region, particular the various Coyote Mountain sites in the southeast, sites on the 
Colorado Plateau, and the Babocomari area in the southwest of the Chihuahuan Lowlands region 
are among the most effective at contesting Salado ideology as are sites on the Colorado Plateau. 
 The Sulphur Springs Valley and San Bernardino Valley in the southeast of the 
Chihuahuan Lowlands are interesting areas of early adoption and consent. These groups are right 
on the edge of the very hierarchical Casas Grandes world. The quick adoption by groups in this 
region may because the Salado ideology is appealing for reasons similar to disenfranchised non-
elites in the Hohokam region. If so, this may have made this region primed for the arrival of the 
empowering Salado ideology. 
 The variable nature of groups’ reactions to Salado ideology are best understood by 
understanding something called framing in social movement theory (Snow and Benford 1988). 
When looked at diachronically, framing is effectively constructing a message so that it resonates 
with a group that is not already engaged with the movement. The more a group’s values and 

                                                 
24 Changing end dates for Tanque Verde Red-on-brown from A.D. 1350 to 1450 has been shown 
to alter how connected the Tucson Basin is during A.D. 1300–1400, with a later end date 
essentially keeping the Tucson Basin more disconnected from the southern component of the 
Southwestern social network (see Peeples et al. 2016). Until archaeologists are securely able to 
date the end of production for Tanque Verde Red-on-brown, we fall back on the conservative 
end of production date of A.D. 1350. While the actual end of production may be significantly 
later, and we suspect it is at least somewhat later, using A.D. 1350 as an end date in our analysis 
creates a conservative assessment of resistance to Salado ideology in the Tucson Basin. In effect, 
even when we err on the side of caution some resistance to the Salado ideology occurs in the 
Tucson Basin. 
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beliefs become congruent with a movements goals and ideologies, the more likely that group will 
participate in the movement (Snow et al. 1986). This construction of meaning that leads to the 
diffusion of ideas may be the primary function of social movements instead of, for instance, 
physical actions such as protests (Eyerman and Jamison 1991; see also Smith 2004). 
 Since the movement’s message needs to resonate with a group in order for its ideas (and 
thus its associated material culture) to spread, it seems highly unlikely that Salado ideology 
spread primarily through by reinforcing, instead of contesting, power inequalities in Hohokam 
society as has been argued in the past (e.g., McGuire 2012:45). Social movements, after all, are 
processes that “emerge in the cultural idioms, historical aesthetics, and material reality of 
particular historical moments (Abelmann 1996:248). The latter statement may seem unsurprising 
and more like a “common sense” law, but it is a generalizable principle and allows us to examine 
how a social movement’s message of dissent was framed in the past, by examining which groups 
joined the movement and which did not. 
 Thus, the inability of the Salado social movement to make in-roads into these less 
hierarchical regions raises questions not about the efficacy of its message, but about its content. 
Resistance to the spread of Salado by groups already involved in somewhat egalitarian religious 
and political reorganizations (i.e., Adams 1991)25, and its quick spread through groups 
interacting or embedded in more hierarchical organizations, seems to indicate that the message 
that helps Salado spread is the contestation of vertically organized religious and political power 

                                                 
25 Some researchers have argued that these reorganizations may have resulted from the failures 
of hierarchical political systems (see Arakawa 2012; Borck 2016; Glowacki 2015). Additionally, 
while Adams has argued that the Katsina Cult increased the power of religious knowledge 
holders (1994:185), he notes that it simultaneously acts as a horizontal integrator and allows “all 
village members to participate and have a stake in the success of their society” (1994:188). This 
is an important reorganization from the period where religious knowledge and participation were 
restricted by kiva societies. 
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along with a horizontal restructuring of that power. The inability of Salado ideology to make 
substantive inroads into the Babocomari area in the southwest of the Chihuahuan Lowlands 
region from A.D. 1350–1450, which is another heterarchically organized society, supports the 
idea that Salado’s message may extend beyond simply that of fertility and inclusion. Salado may 
best be characterized as a populist movement with relatively open access to religious knowledge 
rather than one with a high degree of secrecy and control of ritual knowledge. 
 Instead of an additional path to increasing social inequality, regarding the Salado 
movement as a populist movement helps to explain why Salado spread more rapidly amongst 
groups who came later to the Hohokam Platform Mound system, like those in the San Pedro 
Valley (Clark and Lyons 2012). Groups such as these, because of their relatively late inclusion in 
the Hohokam Platform Mound System, quickly adopted the populist Salado religion (see A.D. 
1350 ̶ 1400). Frame alignment theory suggests that this may be, in part, because the Salado 
message of religious and political enfranchisement was most keenly relevant to groups who had 
most recently seen a dramatic transition toward inequality. 
 The Coyote Mountain sites in the southeast of the Papaguería region are particularly 
interesting as they have platform mounds and maintain themselves apart from the Salado 
movement until the inhabitants leave the region in the mid-fifteenth century. One of the ways 
that groups deal with effective social movements is by countermobilizing (Andrews 2004; 
Whittier 2004). The Coyote Mountain platform mound sites have long been noted as something 
of an oddity in the archaeological record of this period since they have many small platform 
mounds, often one per residential compound (Borck et al. in prep.; Brack 2011; Dart et al. 1990). 
Compared to the common pattern of a large platform mound for an entire community in other 
parts of the Hohokam region, this is dramatically different (see Martinez Hill [Doelle et al. 1985; 
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Gabel 1931; Wallace and Lindeman 2013] for something similar to the Coyote Mountain 
settlements in the Tucson Basin). 
 Early thought on these mounds was that because they were much smaller than other 
platform mounds and because they may have served a smaller population, they functioned much 
differently than the larger mounds in the Platform Mound Society (Elson 1998:105). On some 
level, this may be the case. Since the revival of Classic Period Red-on-buffs/browns in the 
Hohokam region is associated with the arrival of the Platform Mound Society (Clark et al. 2016; 
Elson 1998; Wallace 1987), the large amount of decorated Tucson Basin Brown Ware at the site 
(Borck et al. in prep.; Dart et al. 1990) suggests that these mounds were likely used for similar 
rituals as occurred at other platform mounds. However, access to these mounds is much more 
open and decentralized since many residential compounds at each settlement had a mound. This 
seems to indicate that the participants of the Platform Mound Society in the Papaguería, instead 
of remaining very hierarchical, may have dialogically responded to the increasingly successful 
Salado social movement and reorganized along more egalitarian lines to retain their constituency 
instead of losing them to Salado’s successful message. 
 A dialogic interaction like this between dominant powers and increasingly effective 
social movements is common (della Porta 1996). The reorganization in the Papaguería, possibly 
a countermovement that capitalized on the egalitarian message of the Salado social movement 
and applied it to the Platform Mound Society, was successful until the Papaguería became 
“archaeologically” depopulated by the mid-fifteenth century. In many ways, this decentralized 
version of the Platform Mound Society was also a successful framing of the Salado message, 
although those in the Papaguería, based on their very low numbers of Salado Polychrome, may 
have thought they were effectively resisting the spread of this upstart religion. 
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CONCLUSION 
 In this article, we have examined the spread of the Salado religious movement and 
discussed how various group reacted to it in order to tease out the movement’s embedded 
message. Even in our necessarily simplified analysis, there are myriad reactions and 
interactions–resistance to resistance, countermovements to movements. This is unsurprising 
giving that resistance is rarely a binary, us versus them, process. Thus, the social movements 
produced by, and producing, dissent are outcomes of these often complicated and dialogic 
processes. In essence, “[social movements] produce themselves and the larger social order 
through their own organizing processes” (Escobar 1992:45). 
 The global literature on social and religious movements supports the likelihood that the 
material culture and associated ideology that archaeologists call Salado would either not have 
developed, or developed as something significantly different, had the northern migrants moved 
into uninhabited regions (Escobar 1992; Melucci 1988; Touraine 1988). Put simply, the Salado 
ideology would not exist as we know it if the northern migrants had moved into a landscape 
devoid of people or into an anarchic26 social landscape full of like-minded individuals interested 
in horizontally structured relationships. 
 In fact, the Salado religious movement may not have emerged at all in those situations. 
Melucci articulated a process oriented, emergent perspective when he wrote that social 
movements “translate their action into symbolic challenges that upset the dominant cultural 
codes” (1988:245, 249). Within these challenges we can begin to understand how and why a 

                                                 
26 We use anarchy in its theoretical manner, which is multivocal but revolves around a horizontal 
social organization that limits individual control over others while stressing mutual free 
association alongside the maintenance and often enlargement of social customs (i.e., Kropotkin 
1898). In effect, anarchy is group rule through order. This is opposed to the vernacular use of the 
term as a synonym for chaos. 
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social movement was formed (Melucci 1988:246–247). In the case of the Salado social 
movement, it was to contest the contemporary hierarchical religious practices. 
 These dialogic, and dialectic, responses and challenges between groups mean that social 
movements are important to society. Tourraine even argues that they are fundamental to how 
society works (1988:18). While fundamental, they are not common and occur “only if actors are 
capable of rising above mere claims and even above political negotiations in order to 
acknowledge, and to assert, themselves as producers rather than consumers of social situations, 
as capable of questioning social situations rather than merely responding to them” (Touraine 
1988:11). 
 Social movements, then, are episodic, locally contextualized, historically situated, and 
contentious mobilizations. They also often emerge when marginalized migrants move into a 
region with an established, and closed, hierarchical system (for example Nail 2015). The social 
movement we examined here used a religious innovation that involved dramatic reorganizations 
in access to structures of power by contesting the literal structures of hierarchical power built 
within the boundaries of the Hohokam Platform Mound Society. 

This case study demonstrates that contentious politics, and thus power and politics in 
general, were wrapped up within religious practices. We also know that social movements such 
as the Salado religious movement were successful in contesting increasingly hierarchical 
religious and political power (i.e., Borck 2016; Fowles 2010a; Liebmann 2012; McGuire and 
Saitta 1996; Russell et al. 2011; Wilcox 2009). Most importantly, within this context the Salado 
religion, or the Southwest Regional Cult as Crown called it (1994), appears to be a religious 
social movement formed around, and successful because of, it’s populist nature. As we have 
argued here, the Salado social movement was built around the open access to religious 
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knowledge, a form of openness of knowledge that was in direct opposition to some of the very 
hierarchical contemporaneous religions, such as the Platform Mound Society. 

What seems clear then is that between A.D. 1200–1450, throughout the Hohokam and 
neighboring regions, social movements were one of the main drivers of religious change, and 
thus political power. This also made them one of the primary engines of history. As such, we 
suspect that there were many more social movements and other acts of contentious politics 
throughout the pre-colonial Greater Southwest. These movements may also be one of the 
primary reasons that societies in this region successfully avoided falling the progression into 
hierarchy and inequality (sensu Clastres 2007) that many parts of the world did not. 
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